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Abstract
We develop and implement a method for maximum likelihood estimation in closed-form of
stochastic volatility models. Using Monte Carlo simulations, we compare a full likelihood procedure,
where an option price is inverted into the unobservable volatility state, to an approximate likelihood
procedure where the volatility state is replaced by proxies based on the implied volatility of a shortdated at-the-money option. The approximation results in a small loss of accuracy relative to the
standard errors due to sampling noise. We apply this method to market prices of index options for
several stochastic volatility models, and compare the characteristics of the estimated models. The
evidence for a general CEV model, which nests both the afﬁne Heston model and a GARCH model,
suggests that the elasticity of variance of volatility lies between that assumed by the two nested
models.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we develop and implement a technique for the estimation of stochastic
volatility models of asset prices. In the early option pricing literature, such as Black and
Scholes (1973) and Merton (1973), equity prices followed a univariate Markov process,
usually a geometric Brownian motion. The instantaneous relative volatility of the equity
price is then constant. Evidence from the time-series of equity returns against this type of
model was noted at least as early as Black (1976), who commented on the fat tails of the
returns distribution. Evidence from option prices also calls this type of model into
question; if equity prices follow a geometric Brownian motion, the implied volatility of
options should be constant through time, across strike prices, and across maturities. These
predictions can easily be shown to be false; see, e.g., Stein (1989), Aı̈t-Sahalia and Lo
(1998), or Bakshi et al. (2000).1 An alternative is offered by true stochastic volatility
models, such as Stein and Stein (1991) or Heston (1993), in which innovations to volatility
need not be perfectly correlated with innovations to the price of the underlying asset. Such
models can explain some of the empirical features of the joint time-series behavior of stock
and option prices, which cannot be captured by the more limited models.
However, estimating stochastic volatility models poses substantial challenges. One
challenge is that the transition density of the state vector is hardly ever known in closed
form for such models; some moments may or may not be known in closed form, depending
on the model. Furthermore, the additional state variables that determine the level of
volatility are not all directly observed. The estimation of stochastic volatility models when
only the time-series of stock prices is observed is essentially a ﬁltering problem, which
requires the elimination of the unobservable variables.2
Alternately, the value of the additional state variables can be extracted from the
observed prices of options. This extraction can be through a proxy used in place of the
unobservable volatility, for instance the Black-Scholes implied volatility of an at-themoney short-maturity option, as in e.g., Ledoit et al. (2002), which can be further reﬁned in
the case of the speciﬁc CEV model: see Lewis (2000). Other simple approximation
techniques (including one we propose below) are possible and broadly applicable.
A potentially more accurate procedure is to calculate option prices for a variety of levels
of the volatility state variables, and use the observed option prices to infer the current
levels of those state variables; see, e.g., Pan (2002). The ﬁrst method has the virtue of
simplicity, but is an approximation that does not permit identiﬁcation of the market price
of risk parameters for the volatility state variable; the second method is more complex,
1
One class of models that attempts to model equity prices more realistically takes the approach of having
instantaneous volatility be time-varying and a function of the stock price. Models of this type include Derman and
Kani (1994), Dupire (1994), and Rubinstein (1995). Such time-inhomogeneous models are often able to match an
observed cross-section of option prices (across different strike prices and possibly also across maturities) perfectly.
However, empirical studies such as Dumas et al. (1998) have found that they perform poorly in explaining the
joint time series behavior of the stock and option prices.
2
This can be achieved by computing an approximate discrete time density for the observable quantities by
integrating out the latent variables as in e.g., Ruiz (1994), or the derivation of additional quantities such as
conditional moments of the integrated volatility to be approximated by their discrete high frequency versions as in
e.g., Bollerslev and Zhou (2002). For some speciﬁc models, typically those in the afﬁne class, other relevant
theoretical quantities, such as the characteristic function, as in Chacko and Viceira (2003), Jiang and Knight
(2002), Singleton (2001), or the density derived numerically from the inverse characteristic function as in Bates
(2002), can be calculated and matched to their empirical counterparts.
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but allows full identiﬁcation of all model parameters. Whichever method is used to extract
the implied time-series observations of the state vector, subsequent estimation in practice
has typically been simulation-based, relying either on Bayesian methods as in e.g., Jacquier
et al. (1994), Kim et al. (1999) and Eraker (2001), or on the efﬁcient method of moments of
Gallant and Tauchen (1996), as in e.g., Andersen and Lund (1997).
In this paper, we develop a method that employs maximum likelihood, using closed
form approximations to the true (but unknown) likelihood function of the joint
observations on the underlying asset and either option prices (when the exact technique
described above is used) or the volatility state variables themselves (when the
approximation technique described above is used). The statistical efﬁciency of maximum
likelihood is well-known, but in ﬁnancial applications likelihood functions are often not
known in closed form for the model of interest, since the state variables of the underlying
continuous-time theoretical model are observed only at discrete time intervals. Our
solution to this problem relies on the approach of Aı̈t-Sahalia (2001), who develops series
approximations to the likelihood function for arbitrary multivariate continuous-time
diffusions at discrete intervals of observations; see Aı̈t-Sahalia (2002) for the univariate
theory. This method has been shown to be very accurate, even when the series are
truncated after only a few terms, for a variety of diffusion models at least in the univariate
case: see Aı̈t-Sahalia (1999), Jensen and Poulsen (2002), Stramer and Yan (2005) and Hurn
et al. (2005).
In all cases, we rely on observations on the joint time-series of the underlying asset price
and either an option price or a proxy for the unobserved volatility extracted from the
implied volatility of a short-dated at-the-money option. By comparing the results we
obtain from the exact procedure (where the option pricing model is inverted to produce
an estimate of the unobservable volatility state variable from the observed option price) to
those of the approximate procedure (where the implied volatility from a short-dated at-themoney option is used to construct a proxy for the volatility state variable), we can assess
the effect of that approximation. We ﬁnd that the error introduced by the approximation is
often smaller than the sampling noise inherent in the estimation of the parameters, so that
using an implied volatility proxy does not have adverse consequences, other than not
allowing the identiﬁcation of the market prices of volatility risk, and results in a large
computational efﬁciency gain. As to the speciﬁc proxy used, we ﬁnd that the use of an
unadjusted Black-Scholes implied volatility proxy for volatility introduces signiﬁcant bias
to some parameter estimates. For those cases, we propose a modiﬁed proxy that accounts
for expected changes in volatility over the life of the option, and can be computed as a
closed form adjustment to the Black-Scholes implied volatility. Even in those cases where
the use of an unadjusted Black-Scholes implied volatility proxy does cause signiﬁcant bias,
the modiﬁed proxy largely eliminates this error.
The closed form feature of our approach offers considerable beneﬁts: for example,
estimation is quick enough that large numbers of Monte Carlo simulations can be run to
test its accuracy, and we do so in this paper. For most other methods, large numbers of
simulations are already required for a single estimation; simulating on top of simulations
to run large numbers of Monte Carlos with these techniques is so time-consuming as to be
practically infeasible, and we are not aware of evidence on their small-sample behavior. By
contrast, we demonstrate that our technique is quite feasible for typical stochastic volatility
models, even if option prices rather than implied volatilities are used. Evidence from the
included Monte Carlo simulations shows that the sampling distribution of the estimates is
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fairly well predicted by standard statistical asymptotic theory, as it applies to the maximum
likelihood estimator.
We illustrate our method on actual data using several typical models, including the
afﬁne model of Heston (1993), a GARCH stochastic volatility model as in Nelson (1990)
and Meddahi (2001), and a CEV model as in, e.g., Jones (2003). An early summary of some
of the models we use as examples, as well as several others, can be found in Taylor (1994).
However, it is also important to note that our method is applicable to arbitrary diffusionbased stochastic volatility models; the only requirement is that either the speciﬁcation of
the model be sufﬁciently tractable for option prices to be mapped into the state variables at
a reasonable computational cost, or that a tractable proxy based on implied volatility be
available.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss a general class of
stochastic volatility models for asset prices. Section 3 presents our estimation method in
detail, showing how to apply it to the class of models of the previous section. In Section 4,
we show how to apply this method to the three models cited above, developing the explicit
closed form likelihood expressions, and extracting the state vector from option prices. In
Section 5, we discuss different implied volatility proxies for the purpose of extracting the
volatility state variable. Section 6 tests the accuracy of the method by performing Monte
Carlo simulations for the model of Heston (1993) and the CEV model, assessing the
accuracy of the estimates, the degree to which their sampling distributions conform to
asymptotic theory, and the effect of using the implied volatility proxies. In Section 7, we
apply this estimation method to real S&P 500 option data for the three stochastic volatility
models, and analyze and compare the results. Section 8 concludes and sketches out an
extension of the method to jump-diffusions. The appendix contains the closed form
likelihood expansion for the three models under consideration.
2. Stochastic volatility models
We consider stochastic volatility models for asset prices and in this section brieﬂy review
them and establish our notation. Although we refer to the asset as a ‘‘stock’’ throughout,
the models described can just as easily be applied to other classes of ﬁnancial assets, such as
foreign currencies or futures contracts. A stochastic volatility model for a stock price is one
in which the price is a function of a vector of state variables X t that follows a multivariate
diffusion process:
dX t ¼ mP ðX t Þ dt þ sðX t Þ dW Pt ,

(1)

where X t is an m-vector of state variables, W Pt is an m-dimensional canonical Brownian
motion under the objective probability measure P, mP ðÞ is an m-dimensional function
of X t , and sðÞ is an m  m matrix-valued function of X t . The stock price is given
by S t ¼ f ðX t Þ for some function f ðÞ, but usually either the stock price or its natural
logarithm is taken to be one of the state variables. We take the stock price itself to be the
ﬁrst element of X t , and write X t ¼ ½S t ; Y t 0 , with Y t an N-vector of other state variables,
N ¼ m  1.
From the well-known results of Harrison and Kreps (1979) and Harrison and Pliska
(1981), and many extensions since then, the existence of an equivalent martingale measure
Q guarantees the absence of arbitrage among a broad class of admissible trading
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strategies.3 Under the measure Q, the state vector follows the process
dX t ¼ mQ ðX t Þ dt þ sðX t Þ dW Q
t ,
WQ
t

(2)
Q

is an m-dimensional canonical Brownian motion under Q, and m ðÞ is an
where
m-dimensional function of X t . The stock itself, since it is a traded asset, must satisfy
dS t ¼ ðr  dÞSt dt þ s1 ðX t Þ dW Q
t ,

(3)

where r is the risk-free rate, d is the dividend yield on the stock (both taken to be constant
for simplicity only), and s1 ðX t Þ denotes the ﬁrst row of the matrix sðX t Þ. In other words,
under the measure Q, an investment in the stock must have an instantaneous expected
return equal to the risk-free interest rate. The instantaneous mean (under Q) of the stock
price is therefore dependent only on the stock price itself, but its volatility can depend on
any of the state variables including, but not limited to, St itself.
The price fðt; X t Þ of a derivative security that does not pay a dividend must satisfy the
Feynman–Kac differential equation
m
m X
m
qfðt; X t Þ X
qfðt; X t Þ Q
1X
q2 fðt; X t Þ 2
mi ðX t Þ þ
s ðX t Þ  rfðt; X t Þ ¼ 0,
þ
qt
qX t ðiÞ
2 i¼1 j¼1 qX t ðiÞqX t ðjÞ ij
i¼1

(4)

Q
2
where mQ
i ðX t Þ denotes element i of the drift vector m ðX t Þ, and sij ðX t Þ denotes the element
0
in row i and column j of the diffusion matrix sðX t Þs ðX t Þ. The price of an ordinary
derivative security with a European-style exercise convention must satisfy the boundary
condition

fðT; X T Þ ¼ gðX T Þ,

(5)

where T is the maturity date of the derivative and gðX T Þ is its ﬁnal payoff. Usually, the
derivative payoff is a function only of the stock price
gðX T Þ ¼ hðST Þ

(6)

for some function h; for standard options, such as puts and calls, this condition is always
satisﬁed.
The nature of a solution to Eq. (4) depends critically on the volatility speciﬁcation in
Eq. (3). If s1 satisﬁes
s1 ðX t Þs01 ðX t Þ ¼ sS ðS t Þ

(7)

for some function sS ðS t Þ, then the stock price is a univariate process under the measure Q
(although not necessarily under P because of the potential dependence of mP ðX t Þ on state
variables other than St ). In this case, the price of any European-style derivative with a ﬁnal
payoff of the type speciﬁed in Eq. (6) can be expressed as fðt; X t Þ ¼ xðt; S t Þ, and Eq. (4)
simpliﬁes to
qxðt; St Þ qxðt; S t Þ
1 q2 xðt; S t Þ 2
þ
ðr  dÞSt þ
sS ðS t Þ  rxðt; St Þ ¼ 0
qt
qS t
2 qS t

(8)

with the consequence that the instantaneous changes in prices of all derivative securities
are perfectly correlated with the instantaneous price change of the stock itself. In this case,
3
The deﬁnition of admissibility in the literature varies. It is usually either an integrability restriction on the
trading strategy, which requires that the Radon–Nikodym derivative of Q with respect to P have ﬁnite variance,
or a boundedness restriction on the deﬂated wealth process, which imposes no such restriction on dQ=dP.
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knowledge of S t and the parameters of the model are sufﬁcient to price any derivative with
ﬁnal payoff of the type in Eq. (6); any additional state variables are either wholly
irrelevant, or affect the stock price dynamics only under the measure P, and are therefore
irrelevant for derivative pricing purposes. (Of course, if the application at hand is
something other than derivative pricing, the dynamics under the P measure could be
relevant.) Models of this type usually allow explicit time dependency by replacing sS ðSt Þ
with sS ðt; S t Þ; see, e.g., Derman and Kani (1994), Dupire (1994), and Rubinstein (1995),
who develop univariate models (or, more precisely, discrete-time approximations to
continuous-time univariate models) that have the ability to match an observed crosssection of option prices perfectly. Some of these techniques are also able to match observed
prices of a term structure (with respect to maturity) of option prices as well. Such models
are usually calibrated from the cross-section and possibly the term structure of option
prices observed at a single point in time, rather than estimated from time-series
observations of the stock price itself. Calibration methods specify dynamics under the
measure Q only, leaving the dynamics under P unspeciﬁed. Such methods are therefore
able to accurately reﬂect a number of empirical regularities, such as volatility smiles and
smirks, but cannot tell us anything about risk premia of the state variables in the model (if
our method is implemented using proxies derived from implied volatilities instead of
option prices, the risk premia will not be fully identiﬁed either).
Despite this ability to match a cross-section, and often a term structure, of observed
option prices perfectly, Dumas et al. (1998) ﬁnd that univariate calibrated models imply a
joint time-series behavior for the stock price and option prices that is not consistent with
the observed price processes. Consequently, such models require periodic recalibration, in
which the volatility function sS ðt; S t Þ is changed to match the new observed cross-section
and term structure of option prices. The need for such recalibration shows that the price
process implied by such models cannot be the true price process, and the implications of
such models with respect to derivatives pricing, hedging, etc., are therefore suspect.
Stochastic volatility models, in which Eq. (7) is not satisﬁed, offer an alternative. Having
the volatility of the stock depend on a set of state variables that can have variation
independent of the stock price itself permits more ﬂexible time-series modeling than is
possible with the univariate calibrated type of model. Furthermore, stochastic volatility
models are able to generate volatility smiles and smirks, although they are not able to
match a cross-section of options perfectly, as are the calibrated models. Nonetheless, a
stochastic volatility model with one or more elements in Y t provides considerable
ﬂexibility in modeling. In all the speciﬁc models we consider in Sections 4 and 6, volatility
depends on a single state variable (i.e., Y t has a single element).
3. The estimation method
In stochastic volatility models, part of the state vector X t is not directly observed. There
are two fundamentally different approaches to dealing with this issue in estimation. One
approach is to assume that we observe only a time-series of observations of the stock price
St , and apply a ﬁltering technique. The elements of X t , other than S t , are considered
unobserved, and, since S t is not a Markov process, the likelihood of an observation of St
depends not only on the last observation S t1 , but on the entire history of the stock price.
Such an approach is taken by Bates (2002). This approach does not fully identify all of the
parameters of the Q-measure dynamics. The model offers as many as m independent
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sources of risk, but the stock price instantaneously depends on only one of these sources.
Consequently, only the ﬁrst element of mQ ðÞ can be identiﬁed. If the dynamics under the
measure P are the object of interest, then this approach has some advantages; for example,
an incorrect speciﬁcation of the Q-measure dynamics does not taint the P-measure
estimation. However, if the Q-measure dynamics are the objective, then clearly another
approach must be taken.
A second approach, which we adopt, is to assume that a time-series of observations of
both the stock price S t and a vector of option prices (which, for simplicity, we take to be
call options) C t is observed. The time-series of Y t can then be inferred from the observed
C t . If Y t is multidimensional, sufﬁciently many options are required with varying strike
prices and maturities to allow extraction of the current value of Y t from the observed stock
and call prices. Otherwise, only a single option is needed. This approach has the advantage
of using all available information in the estimation procedure, but the disadvantage that
option prices must be calculated for each parameter vector considered, in order to extract
the value of volatility from the call prices.
There are two distinct methods for extracting the value of Y t from the observed option
prices. One method is to calculate option prices explicitly as a function of the stock price
and of Y t , for each parameter vector considered during the estimation procedure. This
approach has the advantage of permitting identiﬁcation of all parameters under both the P
and Q measures. An alternative is to use the Black-Scholes implied volatility of an at-themoney short-maturity option as a proxy for the instantaneous volatility of the stock. This
approach has the virtue of simplicity, but can only be applied when there is a single
stochastic volatility state variable. The Q-measure parameters are not fully identiﬁed when
this method is employed. We use both of these approaches, and an additional method we
develop, in Section 7 and compare them.
For reasons of statistical efﬁciency, we seek to determine the joint likelihood function of
the observed data, as opposed to, for example, conditional or unconditional moments.
We proceed as follows to determine this likelihood function. Since, in general, the
transition likelihood function for a stochastic volatility model is not known in closed form,
we apply the closed form approximation method of Aı̈t-Sahalia (2001) which yields in
closed form the joint likelihood function of ½S t ; Y t 0 . From there, the joint likelihood
function of the observations on G t ¼ ½S t ; C t 0 is obtained simply by multiplying the
likelihood of X t ¼ ½S t ; Y t 0 by a Jacobian term. If a proxy for Y t is used, this last step is not
necessary.
We now examine each of these steps in turn: ﬁrst, the determination of an explicit
expression for the likelihood function of X t ; second, the identiﬁcation of the state vector
X t from the observed market data on G t ; and third, a change of variable to go back from
the likelihood function of X t to that of Gt . We present in this section the method in full
generality, before specializing and applying the results to the four speciﬁc stochastic
volatility models we consider.
3.1. Closed-form likelihood expansions
The second step in our estimation method requires that we derive an explicit expression
for the likelihood function of the state vector X t ¼ ½St ; Y t 0 under P. Speciﬁcally, consider
the stochastic differential equation describing the dynamics of the state vector X t under the
measure P, as speciﬁed by (1). Let pX ðD; xjx0 ; yÞ denote its transition function, that is, the
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conditional density of X tþD ¼ x given X t ¼ x0 , where y denotes the vector of parameters
for the model.
Rather than the likelihood function, we approximate the log-likelihood function,
l X  ln pX . We now turn to the question of constructing closed form expansions for the
function l X of an arbitrary multivariate diffusion. The expansion of the log likelihood in
Aı̈t-Sahalia (2001) takes the form of a power series (with some additional leading terms) in
D, the time interval separating observations:
l ðJÞ
X ðD; xjx0 ; yÞ ¼ 

J
m
C ð1Þ ðxjx0 ; yÞ X
Dk
lnð2pDÞ  Dv ðx; yÞ þ X
þ
,
C ðkÞ
ðxjx
;
yÞ
0
X
2
D
k!
k¼0

(9)

where
Dv ðx; yÞ  12 lnðdet½vðx; yÞÞ

(10)

and vðxÞ  sðxÞs0 ðxÞ. The series can be calculated up to arbitrary order J. The unknowns
k
so far are the coefﬁcients C ðkÞ
X corresponding to each D , k ¼ 1; 0; . . . ; J. We then
ðkÞ
calculate a Taylor series in ðx  x0 Þ of each coefﬁcient C X , at order j k in ðx  x0 Þ, which
ðj ;kÞ

will turn out to be fully explicit. Such an expansion will be denoted by C Xk , and is taken
at order j k ¼ 2ðJ  kÞ.
The resulting expansion is then
J
ðxjx0 ; yÞ X
Dk
ðj ;kÞ
C Xk ðxjx0 ; yÞ
þ
k!
D
k¼0

ðj 1 ;1Þ

m
C
ðJÞ
l~X ðD; xjx0 ; yÞ ¼  lnð2pDÞ  Dv ðx; yÞ þ X
2

(11)

ðj ;kÞ

and Aı̈t-Sahalia (2001) shows that the coefﬁcients C Xk can be obtained in closed form for
arbitrary speciﬁcations of the dynamics of the state vector X t by solving a system of linear
equations.
The system of linear equations determining the coefﬁcients is obtained by forcing the
expansion (9) to satisfy, to order DJ , the forward and backward Fokker-PlanckKolmogorov equations, either in their familiar form for the transition density pX or in
their equivalent form for ln pX . For instance, the forward equation for ln pX is of the
following form:
m
m X
m
m
m X
m
X
q2 nij ðxÞ X
qnij ðxÞ ql X
ql X
qmPi ðxÞ 1 X
ql X X
¼ 
þ

mPi ðxÞ
þ
qx
2
qx
qxi qxj
qD
qx
qx
i
i
j
i
i¼1
i¼1 j¼1
i¼1
i¼1 j¼1

þ

m X
m
m X
m
1X
q2 l X
1X
ql X
ql X
nij ðxÞ
þ
nij ðxÞ
.
2 i¼1 j¼1
qxi qxj 2 i¼1 j¼1 qxi
qxj
ðj ;kÞ

ð12Þ

In the appendix, we give the resulting coefﬁcients C Xk in closed form for the stochastic
volatility model of Heston (1993), and two other related stochastic volatility models. While
the expressions at ﬁrst look daunting, they are in fact quite simple to implement in practice.
First, the calculations yielding the coefﬁcients in formula (11) are performed using a
symbolic algebra package such as Mathematica. Second, and most important, for a given
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model, the expressions need to be calculated only once. So, to estimate, for instance,
the model of Heston (1993) (or one of the other models considered), the expressions in the
appendix are all that is needed for that model. The reader can then safely ignore the
ðj ;kÞ
general method that gives rise to these expressions and simply plug the coefﬁcients C Xk
we give in the appendix into formula (11).
3.2. Identification of the state vector
When Y t contains a single element, that is N ¼ 1, one possible identiﬁcation approach is
to use the Black-Scholes implied volatility of an at-the-money short-maturity option as a
proxy for the instantaneous relative standard deviation
the stock.ﬃ From Eq. (3), the
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pof
instantaneous relative volatility of the stock is given by s0 ðX t Þs00 ðX t Þ=S t . Since the stock
price is observed and there is only one degree of freedom remaining in determining the
instantaneous relative standard deviation, the stock and the implied volatility of a single
option are sufﬁcient to identify all elements of X t . Such an approach is based on the
theoretical observation that the implied volatility of an at-the-money option converges to
the instantaneous volatility of the stock as the maturity of the option goes to zero. This
approach has several advantages, but some disadvantages as well. First, it does not fully
identify the Q-measure parameters. Second, this approach cannot be taken if Y t has more
than one element; in this case, multiple options are needed to identify the elements of Y t ,
and simple approximation rules similar to that used for the univariate case are not
available. Third, as we will see below, there are situations (such as the CEV model) where it
is not sufﬁciently accurate.
If this approach is not possible or desirable, the elements of Y t can be inferred from
observed option prices C t by calculating true (i.e., not dependent on the above
approximation) option prices. Monte Carlo simulations in Section 6 below assess the
effect of making this approximation on the overall quality of the estimates. Since the
potential for simpliﬁcation by using the approximation technique is substantial—in effect,
rendering the option pricing model unnecessary—it is indeed worth investigating the
tradeoff between the accuracy of the estimates and the effort involved in dealing with the
option pricing model.
Clearly, to identify the N elements of Y t requires observation of at least N option
prices. If the mapping from the N elements of Y t to prices of N options C t with given
strike prices and maturities has a unique inverse, then these options sufﬁce to identify the
state vector. If the inverse mapping is not unique, additional options are required, leading
to a stochastic singularity problem. In this case, some or all of the options must be
assumed to be observed with error. Whether the mapping from Y t to the option prices is
invertible must be veriﬁed for each speciﬁc model considered. In the speciﬁc models we use
in our empirical application, N ¼ 1 and this is not an issue.
For each time period in a data sample, we therefore need not only observations of the
stock price S t , but also at least N option prices of varying strikes and/or maturities. We
denote the time of maturity and strike price of element i of C t as T i and K i , respectively.
The value of each element of C t thus depends on the time to maturity T i  t, the stock
price S t , the values of the other state variables Y t , and the option strike price K i ; these
inputs form an ðN þ 3Þ-dimensional space. As always, it is useful to reduce the
dimensionality of the space of inputs as much as possible. We propose a number of
approaches for achieving a low dimensionality, as follows. Holding T i  t constant for
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each of the N options throughout the data sample reduces the dimensionality by one; we
must then consider each of the N option inputs as occupying an ðN þ 2Þ-dimensional
space. We might be inclined to hold the strike price K i constant throughout the data
sample as well, although such a choice is usually not practical; if the stock price exhibits
considerable variation over the data sample, it is unlikely that option prices with any ﬁxed
strike price K i are observed in the market for the entire data sample. If, however, in
addition to holding the time to maturity constant for each of the N options, we also hold
moneyness (i.e., the ratio of St to K i ) constant, then the dimensionality of the input
space is reduced to N þ 1; each of the N options must be calculated for a variety of values
of S t and Y t , but the time to maturity T i  t is held ﬁxed for each option, and the
strike price K i is a simple function of the stock price for each option. In fact, option
markets usually provide a reasonable range of moneyness traded at each point in time—
introducing new options if necessary—thereby insuring that such data are always
available. It should be noted, given these choices, that each C t ðiÞ is not simply a time-series
of observations of the same call throughout the data sample: the time to maturity remains
constant, and the moneyness also remains constant even as the stock price changes
through the sample.
A further reduction in dimensionality of the input space is possible if the stochastic
volatility model satisﬁes a homogeneity property. Note that the payoff of a European
call option is ﬁrst-order homogeneous in the stock price and strike price. Denoting
the call price C as a function of time of maturity, stock price, strike price, and Y t ,
we have
CðT; aS T ; aK; Y T Þ ¼ ðaS T  aKÞþ ¼ aðS T  KÞþ ¼ aCðT; S T ; K; Y T Þ.

(13)

In general, the price of an option is not ﬁrst-order homogeneous prior to T,
unless additional restrictions are placed on the model. The following conditions are
sufﬁcient:
s1 ðX t Þs01 ðX t Þ ¼ j11 ðY t ÞS 2t ,
s1 ðX t Þs0i ðX t Þ ¼ j1i ðY t ÞSt ¼ ji1 ðY t ÞSt ;
si ðX t Þs0j ðX t Þ ¼ jij ðY t Þ;
mQ
i ðX t Þ ¼ ci ðY t Þ;

i41,

i41; j41,

i41

(14)

for some set of functions jij ðY t Þ, 1pi; jpm, and ci ðY t Þ, 2pipm. In this case, we can
express the call price as
Cðt; St ; K; Y t Þ ¼ St Hðt; mt ; Y t Þ,

(15)

where mt is the logarithmic moneyness of the option:
mt ¼ ln S t  ln K.

(16)
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Substituting this expression into Eq. (4), we ﬁnd that the pricing partial differential
equation simpliﬁes to
0¼

qHðt; mt ; Y t Þ
qHðt; mt ; Y t Þ
 Hðt; mt ; Y t Þd þ
ðr  dÞ
qt
qmt


m
X
qHðt; mt ; Y t Þ
1 qHðt; mt ; Y t Þ q2 Hðt; mt ; Y t Þ
ci ðY t Þ þ
þ
þ
j11 ðY t Þ
qY t ðiÞ
2
qmt
qm2t
i¼2

m 
X
qHðt; mt ; Y t Þ q2 Hðt; mt ; Y t Þ
þ
þ
ji1 ðY t Þ
qY t ðiÞ
qY t ðiÞ qmt
i¼2
þ

m X
m
1X
q2 Hðt; mt ; Y t Þ
j ðY t Þ.
2 i¼2 j¼2 qY t ðiÞ qY t ðjÞ ij

ð17Þ

Note that the solution Hðt; mt ; Y t Þ cannot depend on S t , but this does not present a problem,
since St has been eliminated from the coefﬁcients of the partial differential equation.
Furthermore, the strike price does not appear in the PDE or in the scaled option payoff:
HðT; mT ; Y T Þ ¼ ð1  emT Þþ .

(18)

The option price therefore inherits the homogeneity of its payoff. Thus, by calculating
scaled option prices (i.e., option prices divided by the stock price), the dimensionality of
the input space can be reduced to m  1.
Provided the stochastic volatility model under consideration satisﬁes the homogeneity
conditions of Eq. (14), scaled option prices with m  1 distinct combinations of time to maturity
T i  t and moneyness S t =K i must be calculated for varying values of Y t . The time-series of
values of Y t can then be inferred by comparing the calculated option prices to the observed
option prices. Once these values have been calculated for a given value of the parameter vector,
the joint likelihood of the time-series of observations of St and Y t must be calculated.
A variety of techniques exist for calculating option prices, and the most appropriate
method in general depends on the speciﬁc stochastic volatility model under question. For
instance, if the characteristic function of the transition likelihood is known in closed form
(as is sometimes the case even when the likelihood itself is not known), options can be
priced through a variety of Fourier transform methods.
A natural alternative is to apply the density expansion technique described in Section 3.1
to the risk-neutral dynamics (2), yielding at order J the transition function qðJÞ
X ðD; xjx0 ; yÞ,
ðD;
s;
yjs
;
y
;
yÞ.
Denote the
or, after expanding the state vector X ¼ ½S; Y 0 , qðJÞ
0 0
X
ðJÞ
corresponding marginal with respect to s as qX ðD; sjs0 ; y0 ; yÞ. Then an expansion of the
call option price at order J is given by the Feynman–Kac formula
Z þ1
C ðJÞ ðt; S t ; K; Y t Þ ¼ expðrðT  tÞÞ
ðST  KÞþ qðJÞ
(19)
X ðT  t; S T jS t ; Y t ; yÞ dS T .
0

Since the speciﬁcation of the market prices of risk is often such that the dynamics of the
process under P and Q involve only adjustments to the parameter values, but no change of
functional form for the drift and diffusion, the expression for qðJÞ
X follows directly from
those already derived for pðJÞ
X . If there is a change of functional form of the drift vector and/
or the diffusion matrix due to the market prices of risk, then the same method described in
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Section 3.1 can be applied to the new speciﬁcation to obtain qðJÞ
X . And note that the
expression (19) is truly a one-dimensional integral because there is no need to obtain
ðJÞ
qðJÞ
X ðD; sjs0 ; y0 ; yÞ as the integral over the forward volatility variable of qX ðD; s; yjs0 ; y0 ; yÞ;
rather, integration over y of the backward PDE satisﬁed by qðJÞ
X ðD; s; yjs0 ; y0 ; yÞ shows that
ðJÞ
qX ðD; sjs0 ; y0 ; yÞ solves the same equation. A closed form expansion for qðJÞ
X ðD; sjs0 ; y0 ; yÞ is
therefore obtained directly by solving the backward equation using the same functional
form, with the coefﬁcients obtained explicitly by constraining the solution to also satisfy
the forward equation.
3.3. Change of variables: from state to observed variables
We have now obtained an expansion of the joint likelihood of observations on X t ¼
½S t ; Y t 0 in the form (11). If a proxy based on an option’s implied volatility has been used to
identify Y t , then this likelihood can be maximized directly; provided the instantaneous
interest rate and dividend yield are observed rather than estimated, then the identiﬁcation of
Y t does not depend in any way on the model parameters. The value of X t therefore remains
constant as the model parameters are varied during a likelihood search. When the true option
prices are calculated, this is no longer the case; as the model parameters are varied during a
likelihood search, the implied values of X t do not remain constant. Estimation by
maximization of the likelihood of X t is therefore not possible; rather, estimation requires
maximization of the likelihood of the observed market prices, G t ¼ ½St ; C t 0 .
The third and last step of our method is therefore moving from X t to the time-series
observations on G t , and this step requires only that the likelihood of X t be multiplied by a
Jacobian term. This term is a function of the partial derivatives of the X t with respect to St
and C t ; these derivatives are arranged in a matrix, and the Jacobian term is the
determinant of this matrix. Because S t is itself an element of X t , the determinant takes on a
particularly simple form:
2
3
qS t
qSt
qS t
2
3



1
0

0
6 qS t
qY t ð1Þ
qY t ðNÞ 7
6
7
6 qC t ð1Þ qC t ð1Þ
qC t ð1Þ 7
6
7
6
7

6 qC t ð1Þ qC t ð1Þ
qC t ð1Þ 7
6
7
6
7
ð1Þ
ðNÞ
qS
qY
qY



t
t
t
6
7
6 qS t
7
ð1Þ
ðNÞ
qY
qY
6
7
t
t
7 ¼ det6
J t ¼ det6
7
..
..
..
..
6
7
6
7
6
7
..
..
..
..
.
.
.
.
6
7
6
7
.
.
.
.
6
7
6
7
4
5
qC
ðNÞ
qC
ðNÞ
qC
ðNÞ
t
t
t
6
7

qC t ðNÞ 5
4 qC t ðNÞ qC t ðNÞ
qSt
qY t ð1Þ
qY t ðNÞ

qS t
qY t ð1Þ
qY t ðNÞ
3
2
qC t ð1Þ
qC t ð1Þ



6 qY t ð1Þ
qY t ðNÞ 7
7
6
7
6
7
6
.
.
.
..
..
..
ð20Þ
¼ det6
7.
7
6
7
6
qC t ðNÞ 5
4 qC t ðNÞ

qY t ð1Þ
qY t ðNÞ
It is therefore only necessary to calculate partial derivatives of the option prices C t with
respect to the state variables Y t ; these derivatives are the stochastic multivariate analog of
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the familiar vega of Black-Scholes option prices. The delta coefﬁcients of the option prices
do not appear in the Jacobian term. When we calculate the option prices to identify the
state vector X t (as per Section 3.2), the derivatives are also calculated as a by-product.
Once the state vector is identiﬁed and the Jacobian term from the change of variables
formula computed, the transition function of the observed asset prices (the stock and
options), G t ¼ ½S t ; C t 0 ; can be derived from the transition function of the state vector
X t ¼ ½S t ; Y t 0 . Speciﬁcally, consider the stochastic differential equation describing the
dynamics of the state vector X t under the measure P, as speciﬁed by (1). Let pX ðD; xjx0 ; yÞ
denote its transition function, that is the conditional density of X tþD ¼ x given X t ¼ x0 ,
where y denotes the vector of parameters for the model. Let pG ðD; gjg0 ; yÞ similarly denote
the transition function of the vector of the asset prices G observed D units apart.
We now express the stock and option prices as functions of the state vector,
G tþD ¼ f ðX tþD ; yÞ. Deﬁning the inverse of this function to express the state as a function
of the observed asset prices, X tþD ¼ f 1 ðGtþD ; yÞ, we have the following for the conditional
density of G tþD ¼ g given G t ¼ g0 :

!1
qf f 1 ðg; yÞ
pX ðD; f 1 ðg; yÞjf 1 ðg0 ; yÞ; yÞ
pG ðD; gjg0 ; yÞ ¼ det
qx
¼ J t ðD; gjg0 ; yÞ1 pX ðD; f 1 ðg; yÞjf 1 ðg0 ; yÞ; yÞ,

ð21Þ

where J t ðD; gjg0 ; yÞ is the determinant deﬁned in (20).
Then, recognizing that the vector of asset prices is Markovian and applying Bayes’ Rule,
we see that the log-likelihood function for discrete data on the asset prices vector gt
sampled at dates t0 ; t1 ; . . . ; tn has the simple form
‘n ðyÞ  n1

n
X

l G ðti  ti1 ; gti jgti1 ; yÞ,

(22)

i¼1

where
l G ðD; gjg0 ; yÞ  ln pG ðD; gjg0 ; yÞ ¼  ln J t ðD; gjg0 ; yÞ þ l X ðD; f 1 ðg; yÞjf 1 ðg0 ; yÞ; yÞ
with l X obtained in Section 3.1, and we are done.
We assume in this paper that the sampling process is deterministic. Indeed, in typical
practical situations, and in our Monte Carlo experiments below, these types of models are
estimated on the basis of daily or weekly data, so that ti  ti1 ¼ D ¼ 7=365 or ti  ti1 ¼
D ¼ 1=252 is a ﬁxed number. Aı̈t-Sahalia and Mykland (2003) provide a treatment of
maximum likelihood estimation in the case of randomly spaced sampling times. Maximum
likelihood estimation of the parameter vector y then involves maximizing expression (22),
evaluated at the observations gt0 ; gt1 ; . . . ; gtn over the parameter values.
4. Example: the Heston model
In what follows, we apply the method described above to the prototypical stochastic
volatility model, that of Heston (1993). Under the Q measure, S t and Y t follow the dynamics
" pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
" # "
#
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ # " Q #
W 1 ðtÞ
ðr  dÞS t
St
ð1  r2 ÞY t St r Y t S t
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ d
dX t ¼ d
.
(23)
¼
dt þ
0 0
k ðg  Y t Þ
Yt
0
s Yt
WQ
2 ðtÞ
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Note that Y t is a local variance rather than a local standard deviation; while keeping this in
mind, we will continue to refer to Y t as the stochastic volatility variable. Y t follows the
square root process of Feller (1951), and is bounded below by zero. The boundary value
zero cannot be achieved if Feller’s condition, 2k0 g0 Xs2 , is satisﬁed. If we instead restate the
dynamics in terms of the logarithmic stock price st ¼ ln S t , we have
#
" pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
" # "
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ # " Q #
W 1 ðtÞ
st
r  d  12 Y t
ð1  r2 ÞY t r Y t
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ d
d
dt þ
.
(24)
¼
0
0
Yt
k ðg  Y t Þ
0
s Yt
WQ
2 ðtÞ
The log stock price st has volatility that is an afﬁne function of Y t , and the covariance
between st and Y t is also afﬁne in Y t itself. The model of Black and Scholes (1973) is
obviously a special case of the model of Heston (1993), in which s ¼ 0 and Y 0 ¼ g0 so that
Y t is constant. The likelihood function for the model of Heston (1993) is not known in
closed form,4 unless we impose parameter restrictions that in effect make the model
equivalent to that of Black and Scholes (1973); hence the need for methods such as ours to
estimate models of this type by maximum likelihood.
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
The market price of risk speciﬁcation in the model is L ¼ ½l1 ð1  r2 ÞY t , l2 Y t 0 . The
joint dynamics of st and Y t under the objective measure P are then
" pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
" # "
#
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ # " P #
a þ bY t
W 1 ðtÞ
st
ð1  r2 ÞY t r Y t
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ d
d
¼
,
(25)
dt þ
kðg  Y t Þ
W P2 ðtÞ
Yt
0
s Yt
where
a ¼ r  d;

1
b ¼ l1 ð1  r2 Þ þ l2 r  ;
2

k ¼ k0  l2 s;

g¼



k þ l2 s 0
g.
k

(26)

When the volatility state variable Y t is not observable, its value must be extracted from
option prices as discussed above in order to carry out the maximum likelihood estimation
of the model’s parameters, y ¼ ½k; g; s; r; l1 ; l2 0 . Since the price of a call option is a
monotonically increasing function of the level of volatility, the value of Y t can be
determined from the price of a single option. We therefore take as given a joint time-series
of observations of the log stock price st and the price of an at-the-money, constantmaturity option C t . In principle, any option can be used, but this choice has three
advantages. First, at-the-money and short-dated options are likely to be the most actively
traded and liquid options, so their prices are least affected by microstructure and other
such issues. Second, at-the-money options are highly sensitive to changes in volatility, so
small observation errors in the price will have minimal effect on the implied level of
volatility. Finally, as described in Section 3.2, the use of options with constant moneyness
and time to maturity considerably simpliﬁes the extraction of volatility from the vector of
observed option prices. Note that this model satisﬁes the homogeneity requirements of
(14), so that only the value of Y t need be varied when computing option prices.
To calculate option prices in this model, we can use either the Feynman-Kac based on
an expansion at order J of the density function, as given in Eq. (19), or characteristic
functions as in Heston (1993), modiﬁed by Carr and Madan (1998), exploiting the fact that
4
See Lamoureux and Paseka (2004) for an expression of the density of the Heston model using Fourier
inversion of the characteristic function, which reduces the dimensionality of the required integration to a onedimensional integral. The remaining integral is over a modiﬁed Bessel function of noninteger order.
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this particular model is afﬁne under the Q measure (it is also afﬁne under P but this is
irrelevant). The former method can be applied to all stochastic volatility models (provided
only that they imply option prices that are martingales and not just local martingales),
since the expansion qðJÞ
X can be calculated without restrictions, whereas the latter is speciﬁc
to models that admit a closed form characteristic function; see other examples beyond
Heston’s model in Lewis (2000). However, the expansion-based pricing method will be
most accurate for short-maturity options, since the density expansion is a Taylor
expansion in the time variable.
In either case, we start with the option price expressed as
Cðst ; Y t ; K; DÞ ¼ EQ ½½expðstþD Þ  Kþ jst ; Y t ,

(27)

where K is the strike price of the option, and D is the time remaining until maturity.
Heston (1993) provides a Fourier transform method for calculating the option price;
however, with this method, the characteristic function of the option is singular at the
origin, making numeric integration difﬁcult. Carr and Madan (1998) present an alternate
Fourier transform procedure that avoids this difﬁculty. Rather than computing the option
price directly, we calculate the option price scaled by the current price of the stock:
cðst ; Y t ; K; DÞ ¼ exp½st Cðst ; Y t ; K; DÞ.

(28)

It is then convenient to express the scaled option price in terms of the logarithmic
moneyness of the option rather than the raw value of the strike price, mt ¼ st  ln K. This
scaled option price is given by

Z þ1 
exp½w0 þ w1  mt þ w2  Y t 
cðst ; Y t ; K; DÞ ¼
Re
du,
(29)
aða þ 1Þ  u2 þ ð2a þ 1Þiu
0
where a is an arbitrary scaling parameter and
k 0 g0
ðDg1  2 lnðg2 ÞÞ,
s2


1 1
w1 ¼ iu þ a; w2 ¼ ðu2 þ ð2a þ 1Þiu þ aða þ 1ÞÞ 1 
,
g2 g1
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
g 0 ¼ c 0 þ c 1 u þ c 2 u2 ,


  
exp Dg0  1
g1
g1 ¼ k  ðiu þ a þ 1Þrs þ g0 ; g2 ¼ 1 þ
,
2
g0
w0 ¼ Dððr  dÞða þ 1Þ  r þ ðr  dÞiuÞ þ

c0 ¼ ðk0 Þ2  sða þ 1Þð2k0 r  sÞ  s2 ða þ 1Þ2 ð1  r2 Þ,
c1 ¼  isð2sða þ 1Þð1  r2 Þ þ 2k0 r  sÞ;

c2 ¼ s2 ð1  r2 Þ.

This expression can be evaluated quickly, since it is a one-dimensional integral. Heston
(1993) even refers to similar one-dimensional integrals as ‘‘closed form.’’ Since we use
options with constant moneyness and time to maturity, the integral above need only be
calculated for each parameter vector evaluated during a likelihood search and over a onedimensional grid of values of Y t . By the above procedure, we can ﬁnd the values of st and
Y t as functions of S t and C t . As discussed in Section 3.1, we then derive the likelihood f sY
of st and Y t explicitly. The log-likelihood formulas, made speciﬁc for this particular model,
are given in the appendix.
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In the case where volatility is unobservable, the dependence of the joint likelihood
function of X t ¼ ½St ; Y t 0 under P on the full set of market price of risk parameters is
introduced by the Jacobian term, itself resulting from the transformation from ½S t ; C t 0 to
½S t ; Y t 0 as described in Section 3.3. In the unobservable volatility case, the separate
identiﬁcation of the two market price of risk parameters is tenuous (see the Monte Carlo
experiments below).
5. Volatility proxies
If, on the other hand, we have available a proxy for the state volatility variable, then
maximum likelihood estimation of the vector y can proceed directly without the need for
option prices. Note, however, that the dynamics under P of the process ½St ; Y t 0 , or ½st ; Y t 0
as given in Eq. (25), will only permit identiﬁcation of the parameters ½k; g; s; r; b0 or
equivalently ½k; g; s; r; l1 0 , since both components of the observed vector are viewed under
P. In that situation, we will (arbitrarily) treat the l2 parameter as ﬁxed at 0, and given the
other identiﬁed parameters, translate the estimated value of b into an estimate for l1 .
The ﬁrst proxy we use is an unadjusted Black-Scholes proxy in which the implied
volatility of a short-maturity at-the-money option is used in place of the true instantaneous
volatility state variable. The use of this proxy is justiﬁed in theory by the fact that the
implied volatility of such an option converges to the instantaneous volatility of the
logarithmic stock price as the maturity of the option goes to zero. The Monte Carlo
simulations of Section 6 show that, for some models, the use of this proxy in place of an
exact option pricing method still produces accurate estimates for the Heston model.
Option pricing formulae are known in closed form for only a few models, and tractable
numeric procedures such as those based on characteristic functions can be used only for a
limited class of models. The ability to use a numerically tractable proxy is thus a signiﬁcant
advantage. However, as we will see below for the more general CEV model, we ﬁnd that
this simple proxy method introduces signiﬁcant bias in the estimation of the elasticity of
volatility parameter (simulations not shown). To remedy this problem, we develop an
alternate proxy method.
5.1. The integrated volatility proxy
Our alternate proxy, which we name the integrated volatility proxy, corrects for the
effect of mean reversion in volatility during the life of an option. If Y t is the instantaneous
variance of the logarithmic stock price, we can express the average integrated variance
from time t to T as V ðt; TÞ:
Z T
1
V ðt; TÞ ¼
Y u du.
(30)
T t t
If the volatility process is instantaneously uncorrelated with the logarithmic stock price
process, we can then calculate option prices by taking the expected value of the BlackScholes option price with V ðt; TÞ as the implied variance over the probability distribution
of V ðt; TÞ: see Hull and White (1987). If the two processes are correlated, then the price of
the option is a weighted average of Black-Scholes prices evaluated at different stock prices
and volatilities: see Romano and Touzi (1997).
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Our proxy is determined by calculating the expected value of V ðt; TÞ ﬁrst, and
substituting this value into the Black-Scholes formula as implied variance. This proxy is
model-free, in that it can be calculated whether or not an exact volatility can be computed,
and results in a straightforward estimation procedure. On the other hand, this procedure is
in general approximate, ﬁrst because the volatility process is unlikely to be instantaneously
uncorrelated with the logarithmic stock price process, and second because the expectation
is taken before substituting V ðt; TÞ into the Black-Scholes formula rather than after.
We examine below in Monte Carlo simulations the respective impact of these two
approximations, with the objective of determining whether the tradeoff involved between
simplicity and exactitude is worthwhile.
The idea is to adjust the Black-Scholes implied volatility for the effect of mean reversion
in volatility, essentially undoing the averaging that takes place in Eq. (30). Speciﬁcally, if
the Q-measure drift of Y t is of the form a þ bY t (as it is in all the models we examine), then
the expected value of V ðt; TÞ is given by
 bðTtÞ

e
1
a
a
(31)
Et ½V ðt; TÞ ¼
Yt þ
 .
bðT  tÞ
b
b
(A similar expression can be derived in the special case where b ¼ 0.) By taking the
expected value on the left-hand side to be the observed implied variance V imp ðt; TÞ of a
short-maturity T at-the-money option, our adjusted proxy is then given by
Yt 

bV imp ðt; TÞ þ aðT  tÞ a
 .
ebðTtÞ  1
b

(32)

proxy implied volatility state variable

To examine the accuracy of this proxy, we perform the following experiment for a range
of different parameter values y: given Y t , generate at-the-money short-maturity (30 days as
is the case for the VIX data; see Section 7 below) option prices using the exact CEV model,
compute the options’ Black-Scholes implied volatility V imp ðt; TÞ, then back out Y t using
Eq. (32) and plot the resulting value of Y t (proxy-implied) against the original value of Y t .
If the overall procedure is accurate, then the plot should be close to a 45 line. The result is
reported in Fig. 1, which is to be compared to Fig. 2 for the same experiment but using the
unadjusted Black-Scholes proxy, where one simply sets Y t  V imp ðt; TÞ instead of our
0.2

0.15

0.1

0.05

0
0

0.05
0.1
0.15
true volatility state variable

0.2

Fig. 1. From implied volatility proxy back to latent volatility state variable: integrated volatility proxy.
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0.15
0.125
0.1
0.075
0.05
0.025
0
0

0.025

0.05
0.075
0.1
0.125
true volatility state variable

0.15

Fig. 2. From implied volatility proxy back to latent volatility state variable: Black-Scholes proxy.

proxy where one sets E t ½V ðt; TÞ  V imp ðt; TÞ. Each point corresponds to a different value
of Y t , and one of ten sets of parameter values chosen to be realistic for the model. As is
clear from comparing the two ﬁgures, adjusting for the mean-reverting behavior of the
volatility state variable results in a marked improvement in our ability to produce an
accurate proxy-implied Y t from an option-implied volatility. By observing the departures
from the 45 line in Fig. 2, we see that the Black-Scholes proxy tends to overstate
(understate) Y t when volatility is low (high). This is as expected, given the mean reversion
in volatility. Our adjusted proxy corrects for this, and recovers the unobservable Y t with
much greater accuracy.
The Black-Scholes proxy Y t  V imp ðt; TÞ does not depend on any of the model’s
parameters (except the instantaneous interest rate and dividend yield, which we treat as
observed); by contrast, our integrated volatility proxy depends on the parameters of the
drift of volatility. But, given the explicit inversion formula (32), we can simply take
½S t ; V imp ðt; TÞ0 as the state vector, write its likelihood from that of ½St ; Y t 0 using a
Jacobian term for the change of variable (32), and estimate all the parameters in one
stage.5
5.2. The Lewis proxy for the CEV model
We also consider a more general model, which nests the Heston model as well as the
GARCH model we will investigate empirically below. Under the Q measure, the state
variables St and Y t follow a process of the following form:
" # "
" pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
#
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ # " Q #
W 1 ðtÞ
ðr  dÞSt
St
ð1  r2 ÞY t S t r Y t St
dX t ¼ d
,
(33)
¼
d
dt þ
0 0
b
k ðg  Y t Þ
Yt
WQ
0
sY t
2 ðtÞ
5

If a different proxy is used, where the inversion of V imp ðt; TÞ back into Y t is not available in closed form, one
can employ a two-stage estimation procedure to speed computations. In the ﬁrst stage, estimate only the
parameters of the univariate volatility process, using the Black-Scholes proxy. Then use the ﬁrst-stage estimated
parameters to calculate the volatility proxy, which is then used in a second-stage estimate of all model parameters.
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where we constrain the parameter bX1=2, as well as bp1 (to retain the uniqueness of
option prices). This model is considered by Jones (2003) among others and nests both the
models of Heston (1993) (b ¼ 1=2) and the GARCH model (b ¼ 1). Note, however, that
the special properties of these models could still warrant separate investigation, despite
their being nested by the model of (33); for example, the Fourier inversion method for
option pricing is feasible for the model of Heston (1993), where b ¼ 1=2, but not for the
general CEV model. The state variable Y t has a boundary at zero, but this boundary can
only be achieved when b ¼ 1=2, and even then only for certain values of the model
parameters. Proceeding as before, we can express these dynamics in terms of the
logarithmic stock price rather than the stock price itself:
#
" # "
" pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ # " Q #
W 1 ðtÞ
st
ð1  r2 ÞY t r Y t
r  d  12 Y t
d
dt þ
.
(34)
¼
d
0
0
b
Yt
k ðg  Y t Þ
WQ
0
sY t
2 ðtÞ
We again set at zero the component of the market price of risk vector corresponding to Y t ,
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
and specify L ¼ ½l1 ð1  r2 ÞY t ; 00 .
The P-measure dynamics of the state variables are then
" # "
" pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
#
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ # " P #
st
W 1 ðtÞ
ð1  r2 ÞY t r Y t
r  d  12 Y t þ l1 ð1  r2 ÞY t
d
,
¼
d
dt þ
b
W P2 ðtÞ
Yt
kðg  Y t Þ
0
sY t
(35)
0

0

where k ¼ k and g ¼ g. The Q-measure dynamics are not afﬁne in Y t . The corresponding
log-likelihood expansion can be found in the appendix.
It is possible to reﬁne the implied volatility proxy by expressing it in the form of a Taylor
series in the ‘‘volatility of volatility’’ parameter s in the case of the CEV model, where the
Q-measure drift of Y t is of the form a þ bY t , and the Q-measure diffusion of Y t is of the
form sY bt . Lewis (2000) showed that in that case


lnðSt =KÞ þ ðr  dÞðT  tÞ
1 1

V imp ðt; TÞ ¼ Et ½V ðt; TÞ þ sðT  tÞ
2
Y t ðT  tÞ
Z
r T bðTsÞ
a
a bþ1=2

ðe
 1Þ ebðstÞ Y t þ
ds þ Oðs2 Þ,
ð36Þ

b t
b
b
where Et ½V ðt; TÞ is given in (31) as a function of Y t . While Eq. (36) should be expected to
be more accurate in the case of the CEV model, provided that the parameter s is indeed
small, it is unfortunately not that useful in our context because the relation between the
observed V imp ðt; TÞ and the latent Y t is not invertible without numerical computation of
the parameter-dependent integral in Eq. (36), followed by the numerical inversion of the
nonlinear relation from V imp ðt; TÞ back to Y t . This somewhat defeats the purpose of using
a volatility proxy for our estimation purposes, since option prices are themselves integrals
of the state variables: inferring Y t from option prices C t directly, through Eq. (19), also
requires inversion of a parameter-dependent integral.
Said differently, if we are willing to solve numerically a parameter-dependent integral as
part of the maximum likelihood search, then we might as well use the exact option prices
C t to infer Y t directly, as in the general inference method we discuss above, and dispense
with the additional approximation involved in the small-volatility-of-volatility Taylor
series, or the use of implied volatility altogether. This is not to say that expression (36)
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cannot be useful in different contexts, such as ﬁguring out the implications for the implied
volatility smile of given parameter values, for instance, which is an application that uses
the formula in the direction from Y t to V imp ðt; TÞ, but not for our purpose of inverting it in
the direction from V imp ðt; TÞ to Y t . But the inversion required to use the proxy (36) is of
the same degree of complexity as that of using option prices directly, thereby nullifying the
only advantage of using a proxy in our context, which is to tradeoff some accuracy in
exchange for a greatly simpliﬁed search for the likelihood maximum.
Even if we estimate the parameters based on a change of state variables from ½S t ; Y t 0 to
½S t ; V imp ðt; TÞ0 , applying Itô’s Lemma to (36) in order to ﬁnd out the Q-dynamics of
V imp ðt; TÞ implied by the Q-dynamics of Y t does not eliminate the need to compute that
integral for each pair of observations and parameter values along the maximization path of
the likelihood. For these reasons, we suggest the immediately computable proxy (32).
Furthermore, that proxy has the advantage of being applicable to all stochastic volatility
models with afﬁne drift, not just the CEV model.6

6. Monte Carlo results
One major advantage of the proposed estimation method for stochastic volatility models
is that it is numerically tractable, so that large numbers of Monte Carlo simulations can be
conducted to determine the small-sample distribution of the estimators, examine the effect
of replacing the unobservable volatility variable Y t by a proxy, and compare the smallsample behavior of the estimators to their predicted asymptotic behavior.
6.1. Estimators for the Heston model
We start with simulations for the model of Heston (1993) for a variety of assumptions
about sample length, time between observations, and observability of the volatility state
variable. This model is a natural choice, since option prices can be calculated easily
through Fourier inversion of the characteristic function; it is possible therefore to compare
results obtained with the exact option pricing formula to those obtained using the
unadjusted Black-Scholes proxy discussed above. We use sample lengths of n ¼ 500, 5; 000,
and 10; 000 transitions at the daily (D ¼ 1=252) frequency, and n ¼ 500 transitions at the
weekly (D ¼ 7=365) frequency. The parameter values used in the simulations are similar
to the values obtained from the empirical application in Section 7, and are reported in
Table 1. Note in particular that a value of 0:8 is chosen for r, to reﬂect the empirical
regularity that innovations to volatility and stock price are generally strongly negatively
6

The integrated volatility proxy requires us to calculate the expectation of V ðt; T Þ. This is an exact calculation,
with result given in (31), for all models whose volatility has an afﬁne drift. For models in which the drift of the
volatility state variable is not afﬁne, this expectation cannot in general be found in closed form. One possible way
to apply the integrated volatility proxy to such models is to use a local linear approximation, in which the drift of
volatility is replaced by the ﬁrst two terms of a power series expansion of the drift about the current value of
volatility. The accuracy of such an approximation for short maturities in a term structure context is conﬁrmed by
Takamizawa and Shoji (2003). However, since in the models we consider, the drift of volatility is afﬁne, we do not
need to employ this. And, in any event, in the absence of an easily computable formula for inverting V imp ðt; TÞ
into Y t , we might as well use option prices C t directly, as discussed above, and bypass the use of a proxy for Y t
altogether.
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Table 1
Monte Carlo simulations with observed volatility—Heston model
Parameter

k
g
s
r
l1

True value

3.00
0.10
0.25
0.8
4.0

500 Daily obs.

5,000 Daily obs.

10,000 Daily obs.

500 Weekly obs.

Bias

Std. dev.

Bias

Std. dev.

Bias

Std. dev.

Bias

Std. dev.

0.86
0.0005
0.0002
0.0002
0.92

1.57
0.022
0.006
0.013
6.5

0.068
0.0001
0.0000
0.0001
0.07

0.38
0.0057
0.0020
0.0042
1.9

0.033
0.0001
0.0000
0.0001
0.0977

0.25
0.004
0.0014
0.003
1.4

0.159
0.0001
0.0004
0.0015
0.2

0.56
0.0084
0.006
0.013
2.9

This table shows the results of 1,000 Monte Carlo simulations for the Heston model, with observed volatility and
500, 5,000, and 10,000 daily observations (i.e., D ¼ 1=252) and 500 weekly observations (i.e., D ¼ 7=365). The
second column shows the true value y0 of the parameters used to generate the simulated sample paths. The ‘‘Bias’’
column shows the mean bias of the estimated parameter vector, i.e., the difference between the estimated
parameters and the true values. The ‘‘Std. dev.’’ column shows the standard deviation of the parameter estimates.
ðJ;instantÞ
The bias and standard deviation quantify the distance ky^
 y0 k for the various number of observations
n;D

and sampling frequency. The market price of risk of the stochastic volatility variable, l2 , is not identiﬁed when
volatility is treated as observed. The instantaneous interest rate and the instantaneous dividend yield of the stock
are held ﬁxed at the values of 4% and 1.5%, respectively.

correlated. The values of the instantaneous interest rate and dividend yield, r and d, are
held ﬁxed.
For each batch of simulations, we generate 1; 000 sample paths using an Euler
discretization of the process, using 30 sub-intervals per sampling interval; 29 out of every
30 observations are then discarded, leaving only observations at either a daily or weekly
frequency. Each simulated data series is initialized with the volatility state variable at its
unconditional mean, and the stock at 100. An initial 500 observations are generated and
then discarded; the last of these observations is then taken as the starting point for the
simulated data series. We then generate 500, 5,000, or 10,000 additional observations.
We next estimate the model parameters using the method described above. When simulating
the joint dynamics of the state vector X t ¼ ½St ; Y t 0 , we have the luxury of deciding whether
Y t is observable or not; we can determine the effect of ignoring the difference between the
(unobservable) stochastic volatility variable Y t , and an (observable) proxy, namely the implied
volatility of a short-dated at-the-money option, or an afﬁne function of the implied volatility
of such an option. Our method can be applied to either situation: treating Y t as unobservable
or replacing it by an observable proxy, which, as discussed in Section 3, eliminates the need for
the third step of our method, and greatly simpliﬁes the second.
Table 1 reports results, all with observed volatility. Table 2 reports results, but with
volatility not directly observed, that is, employing the full estimation procedure where we
use the model to generate simulated option prices, i.e., observations on C t , then use
G t ¼ ½S t ; C t 0 as the observed vector. In each case, the mean difference between the
estimates and the true values of the parameter (used in the data-generation procedure) over
the simulated paths is reported as the bias of the estimation procedure. The standard
deviation of each parameter is computed accordingly and reported.
Throughout, the best estimates are for the s and r parameters. Regardless of sampling
frequency and whether or not volatility is observed, both the biases and standard errors of
the estimates are small relative to the parameter values. The g parameter fares only slightly
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Table 2
Monte Carlo simulations with unobserved volatility—Heston model
Parameter

True value
(2)

500 Weekly obs.
Bias
(3)

Using option prices
Std. dev.
(4)

(1)
k
g
s
r
l1
l2

3.00
0.10
0.25
0.8
7.0
6.0

0.59
3.04
0.013
0.0006
0.54
0.67

1.59
14.5
0.03
0.026
4.9
3.8

This table shows the results of 1,000 Monte Carlo simulations for the Heston model with 500 weekly observations
(i.e., D ¼ 7=365) and unobserved volatility, but observed option prices. The data are pairs of values of ½St ; C t 0 ,
and we use Fourier inversion to back out the unobservable value Y t of the state variable. Column 2 shows the
ðJ;priceÞ
parameters used to generate the simulated sample paths. This table quantiﬁes the distance ky^
 y0 k. The
n;D

instantaneous interest rate and the instantaneous dividend yield of the stock are held ﬁxed at the values of 4% and
1.5%, respectively.

worse when volatility is observed; when volatility is unobserved, the standard deviation of
g is much larger, for reasons discussed below. The k and l1 parameters are estimated with
less accuracy. The bias in the k estimates decreases substantially with the length of the
sample; this is possibly indicative that the source of the bias identiﬁed in Li et al. (2004)
could be relevant for sample sizes of 500 daily observations. As expected, we typically
overestimate in small-samples the speed of mean reversion when it is low (so the bias on the
k parameter is positive).
The use of otherwise similar batches of simulations with differing numbers of daily
observations in each simulated series provides some insight into how fast the small-sample
distribution of the estimated parameters approaches the asymptotic distribution. As the
number of observations in each simulated data series increases, we would expect the
standard errors of the parameter estimates to decrease at a rate inversely proportional to
the square root of the number of observations. The decreases in standard errors are
approximately what one would expect from asymptotic theory; for example, in Table 1, the
small-sample standard errors for all parameters except k are very close to the asymptotic
standard errors. The small-sample standard error for k is larger than the asymptotic
standard error for 500 daily observations, but is much closer for 5,000 and 10,000 daily
observations. The standard errors for all parameters decrease with sample size at roughly
the rate one would predict from asymptotic theory, i.e., by a factor of the square root of
ten when increasing from 500 to 5,000 observations, and by a factor of the square root of
two when increasing from 5,000 to 10,000 observations. These results suggest that the
distribution of the estimates is approaching its asymptotic limit.
When the value of the volatility state variable is determined through the use of an option
price C t , rather than observed directly, the identiﬁcation of l2 relies exclusively on the
introduction of the Jacobian term in the likelihood function of the observables. As
expected given this tenuous dependence of the likelihood on the second market price of
risk parameter, that parameter is generally identiﬁed quite poorly. The strong correlation
between the two Brownian motions driving state variable evolution confounds this
problem; as shown in Table 2, the standard errors for both market price of risk parameters
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are large. This is a feature of the sampling noise inherent in the estimation, not of the
approximation involved in the likelihood function.
Also of note is the large standard error for the g parameter when volatility is
unobserved. This result might seem surprising, given the relatively accurate estimation of
this parameter when volatility is observed. However, the results are not comparable. Note
that g is always multiplied by k to determine the constant term in the drift of Y t . When
volatility is treated as observed, the market price of risk parameter l2 is held ﬁxed, so that
the value of k0 (i.e., the P-measure speed of mean reversion) is constrained by the value of
k (i.e., the Q-measure speed of mean reversion). However, when volatility is treated as
unobserved, k0 and k can vary independently. Consequently, k is estimated more poorly
when volatility is unobserved, and this has an effect on the estimation of g. If we consider
the product kg, we ﬁnd it is estimated only slightly worse when volatility is unobserved.
The increase in the standard error of g when volatility is unobserved is therefore largely a
by-product of the increase in volatility of k, rather than a result of any severe deterioration
of our ability to estimate the constant term in the drift of the volatility state variable.
6.2. The effects of using a volatility proxy in the Heston model
Of course, volatility is not observed. Consequently, of particular interest are the results for
the Monte Carlo simulations with the same sampling frequency and number of observations,
but different methods of determining the level of the volatility state variable, Y t , using
indirect market data such as an option price, a simple Black-Scholes implied volatility from a
short-term at-the-money option, or our adjusted integrated volatility proxy.
When using a proxy, one way to assess its effect is to examine whether the proxy for Y t
introduces enough additional noise to be noticeable at the scale of the standard error of the
estimators due to the sampling noise. Indeed, for a given sample size, the best possible
estimator is the true (but effectively incomputable) maximum likelihood estimator; call it
ðtrueÞ
y^
when n data points sampled at interval D are used. Around the true parameter vector
n;D

ðtrueÞ
y0 , its sampling distribution is y^ n;D  y0 . Because of the Cramer-Rao lower bound, the
ðtrueÞ
distance ky^ n;D  y0 k is as close as one can get to y0 using a consistent estimator. Because
ðtrueÞ
ðJÞ
y^ n;D is incomputable, we consider alternative estimators y^ n;D from an expansion of the
log-likelihood function of order J ; J ¼ 1 in these simulations. There are three versions of
ðJ;instantÞ
if the (unobservable in reality, but not in simulations)
the latter, in simulations: y^
n;D

ðJ;proxyÞ
instantaneous volatility is used, y^ n;D
when using a volatility proxy instead of the
ðJ;priceÞ
unobservable instantaneous volatility and y^ n;D
if we use an option price C t to back out
by Fourier inversion the implied value of the volatility state variable. One estimator we
ðJ;proxyÞ
. To evaluate the performance of a proposed
propose for empirical work is y^
n;D

ðJ;proxyÞ
ðJ;proxyÞ
ðtrueÞ
ðtrueÞ
estimator such as y^ n;D
, we would like to compare ky^ n;D
 y^ n;D k to ky^ n;D  y0 k, or
ðJ;proxyÞ
ðtrueÞ
measure the increase in ky^ n;D
 y0 k relative to ky^ n;D  y0 k. Even though we cannot
ðtrueÞ
ðtrueÞ
compute y^ n;D , we can estimate ky^ n;D  y0 k using the inverse of Fisher’s information
matrix—a useful by-product of using a likelihood-based estimation method. In other
words, we can assess how much farther from y0 we end up because of the dual
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approximations (using a proxy instead of the instantaneous volatility and an expansion of
the log-likelihood instead of the true log-likelihood), recalling that there is nothing we can
ðtrueÞ
 y0 k.
do about the true MLE sampling error ky^
n;D

ðJ;proxyÞ
ðtrueÞ
Then, since E½ky^ n;D
 y^ n;D k2  is the root mean squared error of the estimator, we
ðJ;proxyÞ
ðtrueÞ
ðtrueÞ
can compare the bias and variance of y^ n;D
 y^ n;D to those of y^ n;D  y0 . Note that this
measures directly the effect of the estimator using the volatility proxy. We can also
ðJ; priceÞ
ðJ;proxyÞ
ðJ;instantÞ
ðJ;proxyÞ
 y0 k to ky^
 y0 k, and ky^
 y0 k to ky^
 y0 k in
compare ky^
n;D

n;D

n;D

n;D

order to isolate in simulations the effect of the approximation introduced by the volatility
ðtrueÞ
ðJ;instantÞ
, y^
too is an infeasible estimator since
proxy, keeping in mind that, just like y^
n;D

n;D

instantaneous volatility is not in general observable.
The results in Table 1 are based on the assumption that volatility is observed, whereas the
results in Table 2 are based on volatility extracted from option prices. At the daily frequency,
the standard errors for l1 are roughly similar; the standard error for k is substantially smaller
when volatility is observed through a proxy. There is no question that when volatility is
observed, the estimation error is going to be smaller, and the table conﬁrms that.
But in the real world volatility is not observed. So comparing the estimation accuracy
with and without volatility being observed is useful for benchmarking—which is why we
include it—but not for judging an estimation method in relative terms. The relevant
comparison is among different methods that do not assume that volatility is observed. For
that purpose, Table 3 compares the use of the observed volatility state variable (infeasible
Table 3
Effect of volatility proxy—Heston model
Parameter

True value

Observed vol.

Black-Scholes implied vol.

Integrated vol. proxy

(1)

(2)

Bias
(3)

Std. dev.
(4)

Bias
(5)

Std. dev.
(6)

Bias
(7)

Std. dev.
(8)

k
g
s
r
l1

3.00
0.10
0.25
0.8
4.0

0.17
0.0002
0.0000
0.0000
0.19

0.56
0.008
0.003
0.006
2.8

0.16
0.0007
0.03
0.0009
0.21

0.55
0.008
0.005
0.006
2.8

0.16
0.001
0.0009
0.0006
0.25

0.53
0.007
0.006
0.006
2.7

This table shows the results of 1,000 Monte Carlo simulations for the Heston model with 2; 500 daily observations
(i.e., D ¼ 1=252) comparing the estimator when volatility is treated as observed (infeasible outside of
simulations) to those obtained using two different proxies for the instantaneous volatility (the implied volatility
of a short dated at-the-money option and our adjusted integrated volatility proxy). Column 2 shows the
parameters used to generate the simulated sample paths; the simulations are the same as those used in Table 2.
Column 3 shows the mean bias of the estimated parameter vector, i.e., the difference between the estimated
parameters and the values shown in the second column, when the volatility is observed. Column 4 shows the
standard deviation of the parameter estimates, also using Fourier inversion. These two columns quantify
ðJ;instantÞ
ky^
 y0 k. Columns 5 and 6 show the same information, but using the implied volatility of an at-the-money
n;D

short-maturity option to determined the level of the stochastic volatility variable. These two columns quantify
ðJ;proxyÞ
 y0 k, for the unadjusted implied volatility proxy. Columns 7 and 8 report the comparable numbers
ky^
n;D

when our adjusted or integrated volatility proxy is used. The instantaneous interest rate and the instantaneous
dividend yield of the stock are held ﬁxed at the values of 4% and 1.5%, respectively.
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outside of simulations) to that of two alternative proxies to determine the level of
stochastic volatility: the Black-Scholes, unadjusted, implied volatility proxy, and our
adjusted integrated volatility proxy. The l2 parameter is held ﬁxed at its data generating
value, since it is unidentiﬁed when a proxy is used; holding this parameter ﬁxed in both sets
of estimates makes the results comparable.
The table shows that the adjusted proxy and the implied volatility give comparable
results for the Heston model, with a slight advantage for the adjusted proxy. Note in
particular that the implied volatility proxy results in a slight bias in the estimated s
parameter, which is typically estimated very precisely. In this particular model, we are only
attempting to estimate a single ‘‘volatility of volatility’’ parameter. But this bias already
announces the markedly different results—and issues with the use of an unadjusted implied
volatility proxy—that we will see below for the CEV model, where volatility of volatility is
controlled by two separate parameters.
A different but related point is that the design where the value of l2 is known biases the
results in favor of the use of the proxy. Indeed, while we can estimate the parameter
b ¼ l1 ð1  r2 Þ þ l2 r  1=2 in (26) quite accurately, the resulting estimate for l1 is
necessarily dependent upon the assumption made about l2 . When using real data, we do
not have the luxury of knowing the value of l2 . One solution is simply to focus on the
parameter b alone, but this is of little use if the objective is to price derivatives (in which
case we need the parameters under Q). Another solution is to ﬁrst estimate the process
using the full procedure, and use the resulting value of l2 as an input above. This said, it is
important to note that this feature could well be shared by other methods designed to
estimate stochastic volatility models, but their numerical intensity makes simulating them
impractical so it is difﬁcult to know precisely how they behave.
6.3. Simulations for the CEV stochastic volatility model
Similar simulations to those of the Heston model for the CEV model show that, when an
unadjusted Black-Scholes implied volatility proxy is used, signiﬁcant bias results in the
estimation of the elasticity parameter b in particular. The estimates of b will often bump
against the exogenously imposed boundary of 1 (there to ensure that the deﬂated stock
price is a martingale, not just a local martingale.) We therefore focus on the effect of using
the integrated volatility proxy, and compare that to the Lewis proxy (36). Table 4 shows
the parameter estimates and standard errors obtained for the CEV model using the same
procedure as that described in Section 4. Obviously, the use of a proxy induces estimation
error relative to the (infeasible) use of the instantaneous volatility, but the estimation
biases and variances remain small.
As noted above, the computational times for the Lewis proxy are substantially higher
than with the simple integrated volatility proxy (32) due to the need to numerically invert
the mapping from the observed implied volatility to the volatility state variable, and the
further nonlinearity of the relation between V imp ðt; TÞ and Y t which cannot be inverted
explicitly. Furthermore, despite the fact that it should in theory be more accurate, the table
shows that the additional complexity results in no marked improvement over our simple
integrated volatility proxy, despite its much higher computational burden. In fact, for two
of the main parameters of the model, s and b, the Lewis proxy results in a decrease in
accuracy relative to the simpler integrated volatility proxy. Results for the other
parameters are comparable for the two proxies.
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Table 4
Effect of volatility proxy—CEV model
Parameter

True value

Observed volatility

Integrated volatility proxy

Lewis volatility proxy

(1)

(2)

Bias
(3)

Std. dev.
(4)

Bias
(5)

Std. dev.
(6)

Bias
(7)

Std. dev.
(8)

k
g
s
r
b
l1

4.00
0.05
0.75
0.75
0.80
4.0

1.07
0.0014
0.0004
0.0004
0.0065
1.28

2.10
0.018
0.15
0.017
0.065
7.56

1.11
0.0008
0.048
0.0016
0.055
1.15

2.23
0.015
0.14
0.02
0.088
7.45

1.09
0.0006
0.13
0.006
0.19
1.35

2.11
0.014
0.10
0.02
0.029
7.66

This table shows the results of 1,000 Monte Carlo simulations of the CEV model with 500 daily observations (i.e.,
D ¼ 1=252), comparing the situation where volatility is observed to that where our integrated volatility proxy is
used. Column 2 shows the parameters used to generate the simulated sample paths; the simulations are the same
as those used in Table 2. Column 3 shows the mean bias of the estimated parameter vector, i.e., the difference
between the estimated parameters and the values shown in Column 2, when the volatility is observed directly.
Column 4 shows the standard deviation of the parameter estimates, also with observed volatility. These two
ðJ;instantÞ
 y0 k. Columns 5 and 6 show the corresponding information using the implied
columns quantify ky^
n;D

volatility of an at-the-money short-maturity option to determine the level of the stochastic volatility variable.
ðJ;proxyÞ
 y0 k. Columns 7 and 8 repeat the experiment for the Lewis proxy. The l2
These two columns quantify ky^
n;D

parameter is not identiﬁed and held ﬁxed at its data-generating value l2 ¼ 0. The instantaneous interest rate and
the instantaneous dividend yield of the stock are held ﬁxed at the values of 4% and 1.5%, respectively.

6.4. Comparing small-sample to asymptotic distributions
We can also use Monte Carlo simulations to assess whether the predicted asymptotic
behavior of maximum likelihood estimators is matched in small-samples by our
maximum likelihood estimator. Table 5 compares the asymptotic standard deviations of
the estimates obtained from the approximate likelihood function with the empirical
standard deviations obtained from the Monte Carlo simulations. As shown, the two
versions of the standard deviations converge as the sample size gets larger, suggesting not
only that the likelihood approximations are quite accurate but also that standard statistical
theory, namely
n1=2 ðy^  yÞ ! Nð0; F 1 Þ,

(37)

where F ¼ E½ql G =qy qy0  is Fisher’s information matrix, works well in this context. As is
well known, the Cramer-Rao lower bound states that F 1 is the lowest possible asymptotic
variance achievable by a consistent estimator of y.
Table 5 shows that we are close to the efﬁcient asymptotic standard errors for all
parameters despite the ﬁnite sample sizes, as the ﬁnite sample distribution appears close to
the asymptotic distribution with as few as 500 daily observations (of course, anything can
happen in ﬁnite samples and it is theoretically possible for a different estimator to beat
maximum likelihood in ﬁnite samples).
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Table 5
Asymptotic and small-sample variances of estimates with observed volatility
Parameter

True value

500 Daily obs.

5,000 Daily obs.

10,000 Daily obs.

(1)

(2)

ASE
(3)

SSSE
(4)

ASE
(5)

SSSE
(6)

ASE
(7)

SSSE
(8)

k
g
s
r
l1

3.00
0.10
0.25
0.8
4.0

1.14
0.019
0.0061
0.0133
6.2

1.57
0.022
0.0062
0.0134
6.5

0.36
0.0059
0.0019
0.0042
1.97

0.38
0.0057
0.0020
0.0042
1.91

0.25
0.0042
0.0014
0.003
1.40

0.25
0.0041
0.0014
0.003
1.42

ðJ;instantÞ
for the Heston model, calculated
This table shows the standard deviations of the parameter estimates y^ n;D
both analytically and from the Monte Carlo simulations. All values are based on daily observations. Column 2
shows the true values of the parameter vector used to generate the sample paths for the Monte Carlo simulations
and to calculate the standard deviations from the likelihood expressions. Column 3, marked ASE for Asymptotic
Standard Error, shows the asymptotic standard deviations of each parameter when the data series contains 500
daily observations. These values were obtained by computing the expected value of the second derivatives of the
log likelihood in the form of an integral. Column 4, marked SSSE for Small Sample Standard Error, shows the
standard deviations of the parameter estimates from the Monte Carlo simulations, i.e., the same information as in
the corresponding column of Table 1. Columns 5 and 6 show the same information as the third and fourth
columns, but with 5,000 daily observations instead of 500. Finally, Columns 7 and 8 show the same information
but with 10,000 daily observations. The market price of risk for the stochastic volatility variable is not identiﬁed
when volatility is observed; the instantaneous interest rate and dividend yield of the stock are held ﬁxed at 4% and
1.5%/year, respectively. Note that, with this number of observations, the standard deviations calculated
analytically from the approximate likelihood function are quite close to those observed in the Monte Carlo
simulations.

6.5. Conclusions from the Monte Carlo simulations
We therefore leave our Monte Carlo analysis with the following conclusions:
1. The use of an implied volatility of a short-dated at-the-money option as a proxy for the
unobservable volatility variable Y t means that one market price of risk parameter is not
identiﬁable, but on the other hand the separate identiﬁcation of the two market price of
risk parameters is poor when option prices are used and computational times are greatly
increased due to the need to numerically compute the option prices. It seems therefore
that using a proxy is a reasonable tradeoff to make if we can live without the full
identiﬁcation or make an arbitrary assumption about one of the market price of risk
parameters.
2. Black-Scholes implied volatility works reasonably well as a proxy in simulations for the
Heston model. For the more general CEV model, however, the use of this unadjusted
implied volatility leads to signiﬁcant bias in the elasticity of variance parameter b (which
of course is held ﬁxed and not estimated in the Heston model). The integrated volatility
proxy takes the Black-Scholes implied volatility and adjusts it for the effect of mean
reversion in volatility during the life of an option. This is only a partial adjustment to
what makes the Black-Scholes implied volatility different from the exact unobservable
instantaneous volatility, but our simulations show that this simple adjustment goes a
long way towards eliminating the bias. For the CEV model, the Lewis proxy does not
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provide an improvement over the integrated volatility proxy, while necessitating major
computational effort due to the need to recover the latent volatility variable numerically
rather than explicitly.
3. The small-sample distributions of the maximum likelihood estimators are well
approximated by their asymptotic counterparts, even in samples as small as 500 daily
observations.
7. Three models and the data
Given the guidance provided by the Monte Carlo simulations above, we are now ready
to tackle real data. When applying our method to real data, we use direct observations on
asset prices G t ¼ ½S t ; C t 0 with S t representing the S&P 500 Index and C t the price of a
short-maturity at-the-money option. The option price is computed from its implied
volatility, itself measured as the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) Volatility
Index (VIX). We use the VIX data computed using the methodology introduced by the
CBOE on September 22, 2003, which is an implied volatility index based on the European
S&P 500 options as opposed to the American S&P 100 options (whose implied volatility
index symbol is now VXO).
The VIX is an estimate of the implied volatility of a basket of S&P 500 Index Options
(SPX) constructed from different traded options in such a way that at any given time it
represents the implied volatility of a hypothetical at-the-money option with T ¼ 30
calendar days to expiration (or 22 trading days). This constant maturity and constant
moneyness feature of the data matches nicely with the assumptions we have made to
reduce the dimensionality of the option pricing problem (see Section 3.2). In what follows,
we will use the VIX as our measure of the implied volatility, VIX2t ¼ V imp ðt; TÞ, from
which we can compute our proxy for Y t through (32).
The anticipated daily cash dividends of the S&P 500 are forecast by the CBOE. These
forecasts are generally very accurate in light of the short time span as well as the averaging
effect of a large stock index. The VIX options are European, simplifying the analysis. For
further details on the VIX, see Whaley (2000).
We use daily data from January 2, 1990 until September 30, 2003. Each trading day is
considered to be D ¼ 1=252 after the previous day, regardless of the calendar time passed
(i.e., weekends and holidays receive no special consideration). The results for each of the
three models are discussed brieﬂy below. Both point estimates and standard errors for each
of the three models can be estimated quickly and easily, without the need for simulations;
other models can be estimated as easily using the technique outlined above. Figs. 3 and 4
show respectively the SPX and VIX for the period under consideration.
7.1. The Heston model
In Table 6, we report the estimation results for the Heston (1993) model described in
Eq. (24), treating volatility Y t as observed in the form of a proxy (the VIX index), and also
using the two-stage estimation procedure, where the univariate CEV model is used in the
ﬁrst stage to construct an integrated volatility proxy. The two methods produce similar
results. The Monte Carlo results suggest that the effect of replacing Y t by the simple
implied volatility proxy is quite small—within the asymptotic standard errors based on
Fisher’s Information matrix. As expected, we ﬁnd that the correlation parameter r
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Underlying: SPX Index
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Fig. 3. The SPX (S&P 500) index represents the value of the underlying asset.
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Fig. 4. The VIX index represents the value of the implied volatility of a basket of short-maturity at-the-money
options on the S&P 500 index.

between the innovations to stock price and stochastic volatility is strongly negative,
hovering around 0:75. The long-term value of the volatility g1=2 is estimated to be
approximately 21% per year with a speed of mean reversion coefﬁcient of approximately 5.
The large uncertainty for the risk premia estimates is perhaps not surprising, given that
the sample period is 13 years long, and that risk premia are typically poorly estimated even
in much longer samples. These parameters pertain to the drift, and the quality of the
estimates of drift parameters typically depends only on the length of the sample, and not
the sampling frequency. (To take an extreme case, consider an arithmetic or geometric
Brownian motion. The volatility can be estimated to an arbitrary degree of precision by
sampling frequently enough, but the drift estimate is independent of sampling frequency.
The ﬁrst and last observations provide as good an estimate of the drift as weekly, daily or
hourly observations.) Given the length of the available data, there is little that can be done
to improve the quality of the l1 estimate, apart from waiting for more data to accrue.
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Table 6
Parameter estimates for the Heston model
Parameter

Heston model for (SPX,VIX)
Black-Scholes implied volatility proxy

Integrated volatility proxy

(1)

Estimate
(2)

Standard error
(3)

Estimate
(4)

Standard error
(5)

k
g
s
r
l1

5.07
0.0457
0.48
0.767
3.9

0.68
0.0065
0.0036
0.0056
4.3

5.13
0.0436
0.52
0.754
3.9

0.71
0.0065
0.0033
0.0054
4.1

This table shows the estimated parameter values for the Heston stochastic volatility model using the (SPX,VIX)
dataset. Column 2 shows the parameter estimates for daily observations with observed volatility. Standard errors
are shown in Column 3. Columns 2 and 3 use the unadjusted VIX data directly as a proxy for instantaneous
volatility. Columns 4 and 5 report the corresponding results, also from daily observations, when using our
adjusted integrated volatility proxy (constructed from the VIX data) as a proxy for instantaneous volatility.

7.2. The GARCH stochastic volatility model
We now turn to the GARCH stochastic volatility model; see Nelson (1990) and
Meddahi (2001). St and Y t follow a process of the following form under the Q measure:
" # "
" pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
#
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ # " Q #
W 1 ðtÞ
ðr  dÞSt
St
ð1  r2 ÞY t S t r Y t St
dX t ¼ d
.
(38)
¼
d
dt þ
0 0
k ðg  Y t Þ
Yt
0
sY t
WQ
2 ðtÞ
Note that Y t , which we take to be positive, has a boundary at zero, and this boundary is
never achieved as long as k0 g0 X0. The dynamics of st ¼ ln S t under Q are independent of
the stock level
#
" # "
" pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ # " Q #
W 1 ðtÞ
st
r  d  12 Y t
ð1  r2 ÞY t r Y t
d
dt þ
.
(39)
¼
d
0
0
Yt
k ðg  Y t Þ
0
sY t
WQ
2 ðtÞ
With the VIX series as our volatility proxy, we assume that the market price of risk
of the volatility state variable is zero, and that for the stock price is proportional to the
stock price
itself, ﬃ and to the square root of the volatility state variable, or
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
L ¼ ½l1 ð1  r2 ÞY t ; 00 . With these assumptions, the dynamics of the state variables
under the measure P are then
" # "
" pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
#
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ # " P #
W 1 ðtÞ
st
r  d þ ðl1 ð1  r2 Þ  12ÞY t
ð1  r2 ÞY t r Y t
d
,
¼
d
dt þ
W P2 ðtÞ
Yt
kðg  Y t Þ
0
sY t
(40)
where k0 ¼ k and g0 ¼ g. The Q-measure dynamics are not afﬁne in Y t but, as noted
earlier, this is not a problem for our technique which is applicable to all diffusion
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speciﬁcations. The log-likelihood formula corresponding to this model is given in the
appendix.
In Table 7, we report the estimation results for this model. Compared to the Heston
model, the unconditional mean of volatility is estimated at a much higher value in this
model, or about 27% (note, however, that the standard error for this parameter is large).
The point estimates for the correlation parameter are roughly similar to those in the
Heston model. The volatility of volatility and risk premia parameters are not directly
comparable, owing to the differing model speciﬁcations.
7.3. The CEV stochastic volatility model
In Table 8, we report the estimation results for the general CEV model described above,
using the two-stage estimation procedure, where the ﬁrst-stage estimates are used to construct
an integrated volatility proxy. From the ﬁrst-stage estimation, the proxy is given by
Y t ¼ 0:0061 þ 1:1308VIXt ,

(41)

where VIXt is the implied variance of the short-maturity at-the-money option. At an
implied variance of 0.0463, the proxy is equal to the implied variance; at higher values, the
Table 7
Parameter estimates for the GARCH model
Parameter

GARCH model for (SPX,VIX)

k
g
s
r
l1

Estimate

Standard error

1.62
0.074
2.204
0.754
2.4

1.1
0.04
0.016
0.0056
3.8

This table shows the estimated parameter values for the GARCH stochastic volatility model using the (SPX,VIX)
dataset. The results are for daily observation frequency. Standard errors are in the right column.
Table 8
Parameter estimates for the CEV model
Parameter

CEV model for (SPX,VIX)

CEV univariate model for VIX

(1)

Estimate
(2)

Standard error
(3)

Estimate
(4)

Standard error
(5)

k
g
s
b
r
l1

4.1031
0.0451
0.8583
0.6545
0.760
3.9

0.89
0.009
0.012
0.0026
0.005
4.1

2.2
0.0528
1.79
0.94
—
—

0.92
0.016
0.063
0.0097
—
—

Columns 2 and 3 show the estimated parameter values and standard errors for the general CEV stochastic
volatility model using the (SPX,VIX) dataset at the daily frequency. Columns 4 and 5 show the results for the
univariate CEV stochastic volatility model ﬁtted to the integrated volatility proxy.
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proxy exceeds implied variance by about 13% of the difference between implied variance
and 0.0463; similarly, at lower levels, the proxy is lower than implied variance by a
comparable amount. From the second-stage estimates, shown in Table 8, the
instantaneous standard deviation of the stock price at the unconditional mean of the
volatility state variable is approximately 0.21, which is about the same as in the Heston
model, but much lower than that obtained for the GARCH model. Of particular interest
for the CEV model is the exponent b, which is estimated at 0.65, above the Heston value of
0.5 but below the GARCH value of 1. Either value can be rejected at the conventional 95%
conﬁdence level (see below). This ﬁnding stands in contrast to that of Jones (2003) who,
using a Bayesian method, estimates this exponent above the GARCH value of 1. Note
however that the univariate estimate of b from ﬁtting our integrated volatility proxy as a
univariate process, namely the second equation in (35), produces a higher estimate of b,
0.94. The ﬁrst-stage estimate of b from the unadjusted VIX data is right at the boundary
value of 1. Under the assumptions of the model, this univariate estimate is legitimate, as
the second equation in (35) is the proper diffusion marginal for the variable Y t . The
discrepancy between the point estimates obtained from the full (SPX,VIX) dataset and the
marginal VIX dataset is evidence of some degree of misspeciﬁcation of the CEV model.
The point estimate for the correlation coefﬁcient is roughly the same as in the other models.
This parameter is consistently estimated at around 0:75 for the three models under
consideration. One consequence is that theoretical developments—whether theoretical option
pricing models or econometric methods for volatility estimation—that assume that the two
Brownian motions W P1 and W P2 are uncorrelated are likely to be badly misspeciﬁed.
In Fig. 5, we report the implied volatility smile predicted by the CEV model at the
parameter values just estimated using the joint (SPX,VIX) data. The volatility state
variable is estimated at its unconditional mean g. The results look broadly consistent in
shape and magnitude with the typical patterns documented for the implied volatility smile
as in e.g., Aı̈t-Sahalia and Lo (1998).
Finally, we compute tests for parameter stability across subsamples, and the tests reject
the null hypothesis of equal parameter values. It is not clear however that ﬁnding
statistically signiﬁcantly differences in parameter estimates across different time periods
should be interpreted (in economic terms as opposed to statistical terms) as evidence
against the model instead of evidence in favor of regime switches in volatility, similar to
what is observed empirically with interest rates. Fig. 4 shows clearly identiﬁable volatility
peaks and low-volatility periods.
Similar simulations (not shown) for the CEV model show a signiﬁcant bias in the
estimation of the elasticity parameter. We therefore examine the effect of using the
integrated volatility proxy with simulations based on the CEV model (which nests two of
the other models used). Table 4 shows the parameter estimates and standard errors
obtained using the two-stage procedure described in Section 4. As shown, the use of the
integrated volatility proxy does not result in a substantial degradation in the quality of
the estimates; although some measures have become worse, others have improved, and the
differences are usually quite small.
7.4. Likelihood ratio tests
The CEV model nests the Heston ðb ¼ 1=2Þ and GARCH ðb ¼ 1Þ models. The use of
likelihood estimation makes it straightforward to calculate likelihood ratio statistics for the
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Fig. 5. This plot reports the implied volatility smile predicted by ﬁtting the CEV model to the (SPX,VIX) data,
ﬁtted using our adjusted integrated volatility proxy as described in the text. The state variables are held ﬁxed at
their unconditional estimated means for the purpose of computing this implied volatility smile.

nested models. The statistics for both models tested against the CEV model at the daily
frequency are 782 and 122, respectively, using as above the (SPX,VIX) dataset and our
proxy construction. To make the likelihoods directly comparable, all estimates are based
on the two-stage procedure with the CEV model used in the ﬁrst stage to construct the
integrated volatility proxy. By this method, all three models are then using the same data
as input to the second-stage estimation. Both nested models are easily rejected at the
conventional 95% conﬁdence level. In both cases, the likelihood ratio statistic is many
times (and in one case, hundreds of times) the 95% cutoff value of 3.84, implying strong
rejection at any reasonable conﬁdence level.
The point estimate of the b coefﬁcient lies between the Heston value of 1/2 and the
GARCH value of 1. Both of these values are boundary cases in an appropriate sense; for
values of b below 1/2, the boundary of zero is achievable, so that the stock price can be
instantaneously deterministic. For values of b above 1, the deﬂated stock price is a local
martingale, but not a martingale, and there exists a replicating portfolio for the stock that
is cheaper than the stock itself, see e.g., Heston et al. (2004). Although violation of either
bound does not result in arbitrage opportunities, both situations could be considered
undesirable modeling properties. The two boundary values of 1/2 and 1 are commonly
used in stochastic volatility models, owing to their tractability, but the point estimates,
standard errors, and likelihood ratios suggest that neither boundary value is appropriate,
with the elasticity of variance lying between the two. As we show, either boundary value is
very strongly rejected.
8. Extensions and conclusions
In conclusion, the main advantage of our approach is twofold: we provide a maximum
likelihood estimator for the parameters of the underlying model, with all its associated
desirable statistical properties, and we do it in closed form, fully if an implied volatility
proxy (either a simple proxy or our modiﬁed proxy) is used, and up to the option pricing
model linking the state vector to observed option prices if those are used.
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One advantage of our methodology is that it extends readily to the situation where the
underlying asset price and/or the volatility state variable(s) can jump. Suppose that,
instead of (1), X t follows under P the dynamics
dX t ¼ mP ðX t Þ dt þ sðX t Þ dW Pt þ J Pt dN Pt ,

(42)

where the pure jump process N P has stochastic intensity lðX t ; yÞ and jump size 1. The jump
size J Pt is independent of the ﬁltration generated by the X process at time t, and has
probability density nð:; yÞ.
This setup incorporates the stochastic volatility with jump models that have been
proposed in the literature, such as Bates (2000), Bakshi et al. (1997), and Pan (2002). It is
possible to extend the basic likelihood expansion described in Section 3.1 to cover such
cases. The expression, due to Yu (2003), is
!
ð1Þ
J
X
m
c
ðxjx
;
yÞ
Dk
0
pðJÞ
lnð2pDÞ  Dv ðx; yÞ þ X
cðkÞ
X ðD; xjx0 ; yÞ ¼ exp 
X ðxjx0 ; yÞ
2
D
k!
k¼0
þ

J
X
k¼1

d ðkÞ
X ðxjx0 ; yÞ

Dk
.
k!

ð43Þ

Again, the series can be calculated up to arbitrary order J and the unknowns are the
ðkÞ
ðkÞ
ðkÞ
coefﬁcients cðkÞ
X and d X . The difference between the coefﬁcients cX in (43) and C X in (9) is
due to the fact that the former is written for ln pX while the latter is for pX itself; the two
coefﬁcients families match once the terms of the Taylor series of lnðpðJÞ
X Þ in D are matched
ðJÞ
to the coefﬁcients C ðkÞ
of
the
direct
Taylor
series
ln
p
.
The
coefﬁcients
d ðkÞ
X
X
X are the new
terms needed to capture the presence of the jumps in the transition function. The latter
terms are needed to capture the different behavior of the tails of the transition density
when jumps are present. These tails are not exponential in x, hence the absence of a the
ð1Þ 1
factor expðcX
D Þ in front of the summation of d ðkÞ
X coefﬁcients. The coefﬁcients can be
computed analogously to the pure diffusive case.
We perform Monte Carlo simulations for the Heston and CEV models to assess the
accuracy of the technique, and ﬁnd that it not only produces accurate estimates, but can
also be implemented efﬁciently. Computational time for estimation is of the order of a few
minutes on a standard PC using Matlab when volatility is treated as unobserved, and
considerably less when a proxy is used. This is a major advantage of our method, in
additional to the statistical efﬁciency of maximum likelihood. When the observed vector
consists of Gt ¼ ½S t ; C t 0 , we can fully identify all the parameters of the model, including
the market prices of risk, provided an option pricing technique is included in the
estimation procedure. Use of either a simple Black-Scholes implied volatility or our
integrated volatility proxy simpliﬁes estimation, but does not permit identiﬁcation of the
market price of risk for the volatility state variable. The asymptotic variances calculated
from the approximate likelihood expressions are close to those found empirically from the
Monte Carlo simulations. We ﬁnd that the use of the implied volatility of at-the-money
short-maturity options as a proxy for the true stochastic volatility results in reasonable
estimates for the Heston model, and the integrated volatility proxy performs similarly for
the CEV model. In this case, using such a proxy reduces the exercise to one of simply
applying our likelihood expansion to the state vector X t ¼ ½S t ; Y t 0 .
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We apply our method to the Heston, GARCH, and CEV stochastic volatility models. One of
the ﬁndings in our empirical analysis across models is the fact that the estimated correlation
coefﬁcient r between the shocks to the stock level St and the volatility variable Y t is consistently
in the neighborhood of 0:75 for all models. This negative correlation has long been noted (in
the form of the ‘‘leverage effect’’). The robustness of this ﬁnding across models suggests that
stochastic volatility models, pricing and/or estimation methods that rely on the assumption of
uncorrelated shocks, such as Hull and White (1987), will be quite unrealistic in this context. Note
that while our integrated volatility proxy does not adjust for this correlation, the likelihood itself
does and the Monte Carlo results suggest that this is the ﬁrst-order consideration.
However, little in our estimation procedure depends on the speciﬁc properties of these
models. It is in fact applicable to a wide variety of diffusion-based stochastic volatility
models (where Y t is one-dimensional, and if a simple proxy for volatility is to be used, has
linear drift), or for that matter models with other types of latent variables. In Section 3, we
describe our method without reference to any speciﬁc model. Provided that traded asset
prices (such as the call options we use) or other observable quantities can be found to be
mapped into the unobservable latent state vector, or simply using our adjusted volatility
proxy, the method can then be employed.
Appendix A. The log-likelihood expansion for stochastic volatility models
In this appendix, we give the coefﬁcients of the likelihood expansion at order J ¼ 1
corresponding to each of the models considered. These expressions, as well as higher-order
expansions, are available upon request from the authors in computer form.
A.1. The Heston model
At order J ¼ 1, with x1 ¼ s and x2 ¼ Y and the indirect parameters
a1 ¼ r  d;

a2 ¼ k 0 g0 ,

b1 ¼ rl2 þ ð1  r2 Þl1  12;

b2 ¼ l2 s  k 0 ,

the expressions for the coefﬁcients appearing in formula (11) are given by
Dv ðx; yÞ ¼ 12 lnðð1  r2 Þsx2 Þ,
C ð1Þ
X ðxjx0 ; yÞ ¼ 

ðx2  x20 Þ2  2rsðx2  x20 Þðx1  x10 Þ þ s2 ðx1  x10 Þ2
2ð1  r2 Þs2 x20

þ

ðx2  x20 Þ3
rðx2  x20 Þ2 ðx1  x10 Þ

4ð1  r2 Þs2 x220
2ð1  r2 Þsx220

þ

ðx2  x20 Þðx1  x10 Þ2 ð7r  8r3 Þðx2  x20 Þ3 ðx1  x10 Þ
þ
4ð1  r2 Þx220
24ð1  r2 Þ2 sx320



ð7  10r2 Þðx2  x20 Þ2 ðx1  x10 Þ2
48ð1  r2 Þ2 x320



rsðx2  x20 Þðx1  x10 Þ3
s2 ðx1  x10 Þ4
ð15  16r2 Þðx2  x20 Þ4
þ

,
24ð1  r2 Þ2 x320
96ð1  r2 Þ2 x320
96ð1  r2 Þ2 s2 x320
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C ð0Þ
X ðxjx0 ; yÞ ¼

C ð1Þ
X ðxjx0 ; yÞ ¼

ðx2  x20 Þðx20 b2  rsx20 b1  rsa1 þ a2 Þ
ð1  r2 Þs2 x20
ðx1  x10 Þðrx20 b2  sx20 b1  sa1 þ ra2 Þ

ð1  r2 Þsx20


s2 ðx1  x10 Þ2 ðx2  x20 Þ2 ðsðs  12ra1 Þ þ 12a2 Þ

24ð1  r2 Þx220
24ð1  r2 Þs2 x220

þ

ðx2  x20 Þðx1  x10 Þðrs2  6sa1 þ 6ra2 Þ
,
12sx220 ð1  r2 Þ

rsa2 b1 þ rsa1 b2  s2 a1 b1  a2 b2 ð2rsb1 b2  s2 b21  b22 Þx20
þ
ð1  r2 Þs2
2ð1  r2 Þs2
4
2 4
2 2
2
2 2
s  r s þ 6s a1  6s a2 þ 6r s a2  12rsa1 a2 þ 6a22

.
12ð1  r2 Þs2 x20

Note that the zero boundary of the state variable x2 depends here upon the values of the
parameters. This is due to the fact that x2 in this model follows a square root process which
is the limiting (and only) case for which such a phenomenon occurs. This can be seen
through the presence in the coefﬁcients of terms xn
20 where n is an integer. Thus the
behavior of the likelihood expansion near such a boundary is speciﬁed exogenously to
match that of the assumed model—the unattainability of the zero boundary in this case—
in the limit where x20 tends to zero; this is achieved by setting the log-likelihood expansion
to an arbitrarily high negative value.

A.2. The GARCH stochastic volatility model
At order J ¼ 1, with x1 ¼ s and x2 ¼ Y , the expressions for the coefﬁcients appearing in
formula (11) are given by
Dv ðx; yÞ ¼ 12 lnðx32 ð1  r2 Þs2 Þ,
ð1Þ
CX
ðxjx0 ; yÞ

¼

ð45r2  44Þðx2  x20 Þ4 ð14r  15r3 Þðx2  x20 Þ3 ðx1  x10 Þ
þ
7=2
96ð1  r2 Þ2 s2 x420
24ð1  r2 Þ2 sx20

þ


3rðx2  x20 Þ2 ðx1  x10 Þ
5=2

4sð1  r2 Þx20

þ

ðx2  x20 Þ3
2ð1  r2 Þs2 x320

ð8 þ 11r2 Þðx2  x20 Þ2 ðx1  x10 Þ2 ðx2  x20 Þðx1  x10 Þ2
þ
4ð1  r2 Þx220
48ð1  r2 Þ2 x320
rsðx2  x20 Þðx1  x10 Þ3
5=2

þ

s2 ðx1  x10 Þ4
96ð1  r2 Þ2 x220

24ð1  r2 Þ2 x20
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2  2x2 x20 ð x20 þ rsðx1  x10 ÞÞ þ x20 ðx20 þ 2rs x20 ðx1  x10 Þ þ s2 ðx1  x10 Þ2 Þ
 2
,
2ð1  r2 Þs2 x220
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C ð0Þ
X ðxjx0 ; yÞ

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3=2
ðx2  x20 Þð4yk þ 4ðr  dÞrs x20 þ ð4k þ s2 Þx20 þ 2rsx20 ð2 1  r2 l1  1ÞÞ
4ð1  r2 Þs2 x220
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3=2
ðx2  x20 Þ2 ð48yk þ 36ðr  dÞrs x20 þ 24kx20 þ 5s2 x20 þ 6rsx20 ð2 1  r2 l1  1ÞÞ
þ
48ð1  r2 Þs2 x320
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðx1  x10 Þðx2  x20 Þð36ykr þ 24ðr  dÞs x20 þ rð12k þ s2 Þx20 Þ s2 ðx1  x10 Þ2


5=2
48x20 ð1  r2 Þ
48ð1  r2 Þsx20
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3=2
ðx1  x10 Þð4ykr þ 4ðr  dÞs x20 þ rð4k þ s2 Þx20 þ 2sx20 ð2 1  r2 l1  1ÞÞ
,
þ
3=2
4ð1  r2 Þsx20

¼

C ð1Þ
X ðxjx0 ; yÞ

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
rð4k þ s2 Þ x20
x20 ð1 þ 4l21 ð1  r2 ÞÞ
g2 k 2
ðr  dÞgkr
¼ 
þ
þ

8ð1  r2 Þs
8ð1  r2 Þ
2ð1  r2 Þs2 x220 ð1  r2 Þsx3=2
20

rð2gk  dð4k þ s2 Þ þ rð4k þ s2 ÞÞ

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4ð1  r2 Þs x20
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3=2
ð4ðr  dÞs x20 þ rð4k þ s2 Þx20  2sx20  4gkrÞl1

ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
p
4ð1  r2 Þs x20
gkð4k þ ð4  3r2 Þs2 Þ  2ðr  dÞ2 s2
4ð1  r2 Þs2 x20
2
48k þ 24ð2ðd  r þ kÞ  kr2 Þs2 þ ð13  10r2 Þs4

.
96ð1  r2 Þs2

þ

Note that the behavior at the zero boundary of the state variable x2 is unattainable,
provided kg is non-negative. The log-likelihood is set to an arbitrarily high negative value
when this condition is violated.

A.3. The CEV model
At order J ¼ 1, with x1 ¼ s and x2 ¼ Y and the indirect parameters
a ¼ r  d;

b ¼ ð1  r2 Þl1  12,

the expressions for the coefﬁcients appearing in formula (11) are given by
ð1  r2 Þs2 Þ,
Dv ðx; yÞ ¼ 12 lnðx1þ2b
2
C ð1Þ
X ðxjx0 ; yÞ
ð7=2Þþb

¼

x4þ2b
s2 ðx1  x10 Þ4 ðx1  x10 Þ2 ðx2  x20 Þ x20
20

þ
4x220 ð1  r2 Þ
96ð1  r2 Þ2
ð3=2Þb



ð1 þ 2bÞx20

rsðx1  x10 Þ3 ðx2  x20 Þ
24ð1  r2 Þ2

rðx1  x10 Þðx2  x20 Þ2 ð9r2  6  2bð1  r2 ÞÞðx1  x10 Þ2 ðx2  x20 Þ2
þ
4ð1  r2 Þs
48x320 ð1  r2 Þ2
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bx12b
ðx2  x20 Þ3
20
2ð1  r2 Þs2

þ

ð5=2Þb

x20



rð3r2  2  8bð1  r2 Þ  4b2 ð1  r2 ÞÞðx1  x10 Þðx2  x20 Þ3
24ð1  r2 Þ2 s

ðr2  16bð1  r2 Þ  28b2 ð1  r2 ÞÞðx2  x20 Þ4

þ

96x2ð1þbÞ
ð1  r2 Þ2 s2
20
3=2þb

x12b
ðx320 þ 2x20
20



1=2þb

2
2
2
rsðx1  x10 Þ þ x2b
20 s ðx1  x10 Þ  2ðx20 þ x20
2
2
2ð1  r Þs

rsðx1  x10 ÞÞx2 þ x20 x22 Þ

,

C ð0Þ
X ðxjx0 ; yÞ
3=2b

¼

x20

1=2þb

ð4gx20 kr  4x220 kr  4ax20
1=2þb

þ
þ

x12b
ð4gx20 k  4x220 k  4ax20
20

3=2þb

s  4bx20
4ð1  r2 Þs

3=2þb

rs  4bx20
4ð1  r2 Þs2

2
s þ ð1  2bÞx2b
20 rs Þðx1  x10 Þ

2
rs þ ð1  2bÞx2b
20 s Þðx2  x20 Þ

3þ2b 2
ð2b  3Þx20
s ðx1  x10 Þ2
48ð1  r2 Þ
5=2b

1=2þb

2
ð12ð1 þ 2bÞgx20 kr þ 12ð1  2bÞx220 kr  24ax20 s þ ð15  28b þ 12b2 Þx2b
20 rs Þðx1  x10 Þðx2  x20 Þ
48ð1  r2 Þs

þ

x20



ð48bgx20 k þ 24ð1  2bÞx220 k  12að1 þ 2bÞx20

1=2þb

3=2þb

rs þ 12bð1  2bÞx20

2ð1þbÞ
48x20
ð1



2
2
rs þ ð9  14bÞx2b
20 s Þðx2  x20 Þ

r2 Þs2

,

C ð1Þ
X ðxjx0 ; yÞ
¼

2þ2b
ð3  28b þ 12b2  6r2 þ 40br2  24b2 r2 Þs2 x20
k2 ðx20  gÞ2

2
96ð1  r Þ
2ð1  r2 Þs2 x2b
20
3=2þb

1=2b

þ

ð1  2bÞrsx20
ða þ bx20 Þ krx20

4ð1  r2 Þ

ðx20  gÞða þ bx20 Þ
ð1  r2 Þs



2a2  4bgk þ gkr2 þ 2bgkr2 þ 4abx20  2kx20 þ 4bkx20 þ kr2 x20  2bkr2 x20 þ 2b2 x220
.
4ð1  r2 Þx20

Note that the boundary at zero of the state variable x2 cannot be achieved if b4 12 and
2kgXs2 ; whether the boundary is attainable when b ¼ 1=2 depends on the other parameter
values (see the discussion above for the Heston model).
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